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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

I’ve been warning you about the seeming inevitability of mandatory COVID-19

Spy Agencies Threaten to 'Take Out' Mercola

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

British and American intelligence agencies are collaborating to eliminate “anti-vaccine

propaganda” from public discussion using sophisticated cyberwarfare tools

"

According to Imran Ahmed, chief executive of the Centre for Countering Digital Hate,

anti-vaxxers are “an extremist group that pose a national security risk,” because “once

someone has been exposed to one type of conspiracy it’s easy to lead them down a

path where they embrace more radical world views that can lead to violent extremism”

"

In September, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) seized 92 online domains

suspected of belonging to Iraqi government-backed militia. Seizures were done in

collaboration with the FBI, Google, Facebook and Twitter

"

In November, the DOJ seized 27 online domains — including the American Herald

Tribune — suspected of being founded by Iranian interests

"

Among the websites cited by the Centre for Countering Digital Hate as promoting

extremism that poses a national security risk to the U.K. are Mercola.com, Children’s

Health Defense, the Informed Consent Action Network, the Organic Consumers

Association and the National Vaccine Information Center

"
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vaccinations for several months now, and have discussed the ever-tightening grip of

media and online censorship even longer. As an independent source of health news,

Mercola.com has been in the crosshairs of globalist interests for years, and the

attacks are intensifying with each passing day.

While, on the surface, health recommendations and geopolitics may appear to have

nothing in common, they are in fact intertwined.

As more and more information about the Great Reset and the 4th Industrial

Revolution is starting to surface, we can clearly see that eliminating medical freedom

is a central part of the plot, and mandatory vaccination will be used as a tool to usher

in biometrical surveillance and enslavement through a centrally-controlled all-digital

Znance and identiZcation system.

Intelligence Collective Unleashes Cyberwarfare on Public

While censorship has reached new heights this year, that’s likely only the tip of the

iceberg. According to recent media reports,  intelligence agencies are now

collaborating to eliminate “anti-vaccine propaganda” from public discussion using

sophisticated cyberwarfare tools.

As reported by independent investigative journalist Whitney Webb in an article for

Unlimited Hangout:

“British and American state intelligence agencies are ‘weaponizing truth’ to

quash vaccine hesitancy as both nations prepare for mass inoculations, in a

recently announced ‘cyber war’ to be commanded by AI-powered arbiters of

truth against information sources that challenge oAcial narratives …

Cyber tools and online tactics previously designed for use in the post-9/11
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https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/11/16/what-is-the-great-reset.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/11/15/operation-warp-speed.aspx
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‘war on terror’ are now being repurposed for use against information sources

promoting ‘vaccine hesitancy’ and information related to COVID-19 that runs

counter to their state narratives …

The UK’s GCHQ [Government Communications Headquarters ] ‘has begun an

offensive cyber-operation to disrupt anti-vaccine propaganda being spread

by hostile states’ and ‘is using a toolkit developed to tackle disinformation

and recruitment material peddled by Islamic State’ to do so.

In addition, the UK government has ordered the British military’s 77th

Brigade, which specializes in ‘information warfare,’ to launch an online

campaign to counter ‘deceptive narratives’ about COVID-19 vaccine

candidates.

The newly announced GCHQ ‘cyber war’ will not only take down ‘anti-vaccine

propaganda’ but will also seek to ‘disrupt the operations of the cyberactors

responsible for it, including encrypting their data so they cannot access it

and blocking their communications with each other.’

The effort will also involve GCHQ reaching out to other countries in the ‘Five

Eyes’ alliance (U.S., Australia, New Zealand and Canada) to alert their partner

agencies in those countries to target such ‘propaganda’ sites hosted within

their borders.”

Vaccine Discussion — A National Security Risk?

According to a November 9, 2020, report in The Times,  the British “government

regards tackling false information about inoculation as a rising priority as the

prospect of a reliable vaccine against the coronavirus draws closer.”
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In July 2020, chief executive of the Centre for Countering Digital Hate, Imran Ahmed,

told The Independent  he considers anti-vaxxers “an extremist group that pose a

national security risk,” because “once someone has been exposed to one type of

conspiracy it’s easy to lead them down a path where they embrace more radical world

views that can lead to violent extremism.”

In other words, Ahmed implies that people who question the safety and necessity of a

COVID-19 vaccine might be prone to violent extremism. His statement is no small

matter, considering Ahmed is also a member of the Steering Committee on

Countering Extremism Pilot Task Force under the British government’s Commission

for Countering Extremism.

“It seems that, from the perspective of the UK national-security state, those

who question corruption in the pharmaceutical industry and its possible

impact on the leading experimental COVID-19 vaccine candidates (all of

which use experimental vaccine technologies that have never before been

approved for human use) should be targeted with tools originally designed to

combat terrorist propaganda,” Webb writes.

Government With Help of Big Tech Is Seizing Online Domains

U.S. intelligence is also part of this campaign. According to Webb, the U.S.

government will help the GCHQ determine whether a website is part of a foreign

disinformation operation or not. While the GCHQ claims that only foreign state actors

will be targeted, and not “ordinary citizens,” there’s little evidence to suggest citizens

won’t be swept up in this information blackout operation.

For example, November 4, 2020, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) announced it

had seized 27 online domains — including that of the American Herald Tribune —
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suspected of being founded by Iranian interests.  The domain seizures are said to

be part of the U.S. enforcement of sanctions against Iran.

In early September 2020, 92 online domains suspected of belonging to Iraqi

government-backed militia were similarly seized.  All of these DOJ seizures were

done in collaboration with the FBI, Google, Facebook and Twitter.  As reported by

Webb:

“The U.S. government made this claim about the American Herald Tribune

after the cybersecurity ^rm FireEye, a U.S. government contractor, stated that

it had ‘moderate con^dence’ that the site had been ‘founded in Iran’ …

It is certainly plausible that GCHQ could take the word of either an allied

government, a government contractor, or perhaps even an allied media

organization such as Bellingcat or the Atlantic Council’s DFRLab that a given

site is ‘foreign propaganda’ in order to launch a cyber offensive against it.

Such concerns are only ampli^ed when one of the main government sources

… bluntly stated that ‘GCHQ has been told to take out antivaxers [sic] online

and on social media. There are ways they have used to monitor and disrupt

terrorist propaganda,’ which suggests that the targets of GCHQ’s new cyber

war will, in fact, be determined by the content itself rather than their

suspected ‘foreign’ origin.

The ‘foreign’ aspect instead appears to be a means of evading the prohibition

in GCHQ’s operational mandate on targeting the speech or websites of

ordinary citizens.”

Clues that U.S. intelligence supports this cyberwar against the public can also be

found in a white paper  published in the InfraGard Journal in June 2019. InfraGard,
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founded in 1996, is a nonproZt national security group aeliated with the FBI.  They

collaborate on a variety of educational and information-sharing initiatives “that help

mitigate threats.”

The InfraGard paper  claims the American anti-vaccine movement is being

orchestrated by Russian government-aligned organizations seeking to “sow

discontent and distrust in topics and initiatives that serve U.S. interests,”  and that

“The biggest threat in controlling an outbreak comes from those who categorically

reject vaccination.”

Does InfraGard speak for the FBI? Not directly, but considering it serves as “a public-

private partnership among U.S. businesses, individuals, and the FBI,” according to an

FBI spokesperson,  it’s bound to have some degree of iniuence.

According to The Guardian, the unnamed FBI spokesperson noted that “It is important

to distinguish among the statements, views and comments made by oecial FBI

representatives and InfraGard Members.” He or she declined to comment on or clarify

the FBI’s stance on whether vaccine safety advocates might be classiZed as a

national security threat.

This Site IdentiQed as a Cyberwar Target

Five sites speciZcally targeted by the Centre for Countering Digital Hate as promoting

extremism that poses a national security risk to the U.K. are:

Mercola.com

Children’s Health Defense (run by Robert F. Kennedy Jr.)

The Informed Consent Action Network

The Organic Consumers Association
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The National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC)

In fact, the organization speciZcally named yours truly as being one of just two people

responsible for funding the “anti-vaxx nonproZts” that have the greatest reach.

Financier Bernard Selz is the other. Selz allegedly Znances The HighWire and

Physicians for Informed Consent, as well as “some of the tech giants that make the

modern anti-vaxx movement possible.”

It was really entertaining to read what the Centre for Countering Digital Hate wrote

about me in their report, as I consider their disparagement a badge of honor. I

encourage you to read it.  For example, they commented that we have a decreasing

Facebook following. Well that isn’t surprising at all as we haven’t posted for 18

months as a part of our “Forget Facebook” campaign. As noted by Webb in her

article:

“It is worth pointing out that many so-called ‘anti-vaxxers’ are actually critics

of the pharmaceutical industry and are not necessarily opposed to vaccines

in and of themselves, making the labels ‘anti-vaxxer’ and ‘anti-vaccine’

misleading.

Given that many pharmaceutical giants involved in making COVID-19

vaccines donate heavily to politicians in both countries and have been

involved in numerous safety scandals, using state intelligence agencies to

wage cyber war against sites that investigate such concerns is not only

troubling for the future of journalism but it suggests that the UK is taking a

dangerous leap toward becoming a country that uses its state powers to

treat the enemies of corporations as enemies of the state.”

Intelligence Apparatus Weaponizes ‘Truth’
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Indeed, it certainly appears as though the U.K. and U.S. are now lumping enemies of

the state and enemies of private companies into the same category. If you criticize

one you criticize the other. In short, if you impede or endanger the proZtability of

private companies, you are now viewed as a national security threat.

“ Primer’s ultimate goal is to use their AI to entirely
automate the shaping of public perceptions and
become the arbiter of ‘truth,’ as defined by the
state.”

Importantly, the right and freedom to critique one’s government is a hallmark of

democracy, so this state-sponsored war against truthful information is in turn

evidence of a radical detour from democratic rule. Technocratic totalitarianism is

quite literally banging at our front door. As reported by Webb:

“Similar efforts are underway in the United States, with the U.S. military

recently funding a CIA-backed ^rm — stuffed with former counterterrorism

oAcials who were behind the occupation of Iraq and the rise of the so-called

Islamic State — to develop an AI algorithm aimed speci^cally at new

websites promoting ‘suspected’ disinformation related to the COVID-19 crisis

and the U.S. military-led COVID-19 vaccination effort known as Operation

Warp Speed …

In early October, the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Special Operations Command

announced that they had awarded a multimillion-dollar contract to the U.S.-

based ‘machine intelligence’ company Primer. Per the press release,  ‘Primer

will develop the ^rst-ever machine learning platform to automatically identify

and assess suspected disinformation …
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Primer’s ultimate goal is to use their AI to entirely automate the shaping of

public perceptions and become the arbiter of ‘truth,’ as de^ned by the state …

According to Primer’s director of science, John Bohannon, ‘Primer will be

integrating bot detection, synthetic text detection and unstructured textual

claims analysis capabilities into our existing arti^cial intelligence platform

currently in use with DOD … This will create the ^rst uni^ed mission-ready

platform to effectively counter COVID-19-related disinformation in near-real

time …

Given that the Covid-19 vaccine candidate produced by P^zer is expected to

be approved by the end of November, it appears that the U.S. national-

security state, which is essentially running Operation Warp Speed, along with

‘trusted messengers’ in mass media, is preparing to enter the second phase

of its communications strategy, one in which news organizations and

journalists who raise legitimate concerns about Warp Speed will be de-

platformed to make way for the ‘required’ saturation of pro-vaccine

messaging across the English-speaking media landscape.”

Protect Your Human Rights

As mentioned at the beginning, health and geopolitics are far from separate issues.

One is feeding into the other, as mass vaccination is being used as a way to

implement a whole host of “new world order” directives, including the introduction of

an all-digital centralized currency model tied to digital IDs and a social credit system.

Together, all of these bits and pieces will allow an unelected technocratic elite to

dictate every facet of your life, from where you live to what you own (which according

to the World Economic Forum will be nothing). For an introduction to this globalist

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/10/23/world-economic-forum-prediction-global-takeover.aspx
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takeover, which is now being rolled out at a rapid clip, see James Corbett’s report

featured in “What You Need to Know About the Great Reset.”

As for the sharing of information, it seems inevitable that the attacks on Mercola.com

will intensify. Already, Google, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube have either throttled

down or banned our online presence, making it very diecult to Znd and share our

content.

So, if you Znd value in these articles, be sure to subscribe, encourage your friends and

family to subscribe, and share articles via email. At the bottom of each page, you’ll

Znd an “Email Article” button that makes it easy to share. Also consider eliminating

Facebook and all Google-based services from your life to cut down on their data

mining of your personal information.

Remember, your personal data is being used against you. It’s fed into machine

learning programs that train artiZcial intelligence, which is then used to manipulate

you and shape your perception of the world. This technology is so sophisticated,

most don’t even realize it’s happening in general, let alone that it’s happening to them

speciZcally.

To say that we’re living in extraordinarily dangerous times would be an

understatement, but if we keep our wits about us and continue to share the facts and

coordinate our resistance, we still have a chance to turn away from the dystopian

future that has been planned for us. For some encouragement, listen to Kennedy Jr.’s

speech in “Hope Despite Censorship.”

 

Dr.Steven

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/10/28/the-great-reset.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/11/06/hope-despite-censorship.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Dr.Steven/default.aspx
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There is a huge difference between truly dangerous, "hate" promoting , fraudulent websites and this

excellent site offering fact-checked articles that often challenge conventional, Big-Pharma iniuenced

views on health. Millions of people are seeking and Znding alternative information in response to the

biased corporate media reporting on vaccine safety and, since March, biased, fear-inducing hyperbolic

reporting on Covid-19--fear which serves attempts at manipulating the public to submit to social

control, and frighteningly, possible "mandates" for Covid-19 vaccines.

I stand with Dr. Mercola and my fellow "Mercolians" as we seek to share information and our views with

a common goal: promoting holistic health and freedom to make decisions about our health.  The

trends outlined in this and other article are truly troubling, for if these plans take shape and effectively

eliminate alternative views under the false charge of "extremism," we will witness the eventual

dissolution of the freedoms and liberties enshrined in our US Constitution and are considered

normative in most Western countries. This plays into the hands of the "Great Reset" crowd.  The

increasing protests against lockdowns and other social controls is a positive sign that when pushed,

people will Zght for freedom. God Bless you, Dr. Mercola. Many of us will stand by and support you and

Zght for health freedom.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Yes, Dr. Steve, we need the path that leads to health, we need doctors of alternative medicine

advocates of applying preventive and curative methods without damaging the immune system of

people. Politicians in a large majority corrupt, allies of an extreme technological advance that

observes us that directs us, who only look after the interests of power and proZt and the support of

the monopolies of great fortunes, are largely responsible for the dehumanization in which the

world lives on all fronts of our existence.

The importance of immune health and the defense of true medicine. We do not want philanthropy

of guaranteed refund multiplied in corrupt proZts. “ScientiZc” journals like the New England

Journal of Medicine are Znancially surviving in large part due to pharmaceutical advertisements

and donations from sources like the Gates Foundation, so perhaps Bill Gates appears to have

received a free license to publish in the New England Journal of Medicine, even though he is not a

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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physician, epidemiologist, public health expert, or academically qualiZed to write for our most

revered medical journal.

The exceptional world situation requires us to be wise, to distinguish between truth and lies and

act accordingly. Academic circles and the media are also not up to their responsibility, they are

proving to serve the great monopoly of money and power. Let's look for a horizon of hope. The

false PCR tests, the danger of masks, the origin of the virus are being denounced. This spirit of

denunciation must be enhanced because these strategies that are used by our governments as the

exclusive argument to apply and justify their policy of severity, austerity, isolation and aggression

against our freedoms, with the impossibility of traveling, meeting, living normally , to impose a

vaccine that is against the personal decision to preserve health. Yes, blessings to Dr. Mercola and

wishes that he continues to enlighten the minds of people who love health and freedom.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

stanleybecker

read Dr Suzanne Humphries book titled  "Dissolving Illusions" and Znd out that vaccinations are a

marketing ploy by Big Pharma and Snake Gates to destroy the human immune system and replace

it with a totalitarian system that guarantees trillions of dollars of wealth exploitation to these

robber barons - vaccinations are COMMERCIAL BULLSHIT ~

www.amazon.com/Dissolving-Illusions-Disease-Vaccines-Forgotten/dp/1480..  . and also Dr

Vernon Coleman's book "Anyone who says vaccines are safe and effective is LYING" ~

www.amazon.com/Anyone-Tells-Vaccines-Effective-Lying/dp/1091757712/ref..

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Rovatec

Agree 100%.  Truth is beginning to have no meaning unless it is what the government tells us.

 When does the war against our politicians start?  We outnumber them big time.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
https://www.amazon.com/Dissolving-Illusions-Disease-Vaccines-Forgotten/dp/1480216895
https://www.amazon.com/Anyone-Tells-Vaccines-Effective-Lying/dp/1091757712/ref=bmx_3/142-6513111-2905907?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=1091757712&pd_rd_r=b68fb730-7767-4fc8-b4be-4a6ee9d9c580&pd_rd_w=MrMTz&pd_rd_wg=MVCBY&pf_rd_p=c5e1cf4b-c006-4b7a-bb44-797de0814d9a&pf_rd_r=C8ZV21YAA6MWANMGHQFB&psc=1&refRID=C8ZV21YAA6MWANMGHQFB
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Rovatec/default.aspx
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., sent a message to people around the world who realize that they are seeing

their freedoms taken away. In solidarity with the citizens who participated in demonstrations in at

least 15 countries to protest against the global movement towards totalitarianism. In the speech

he said:

“They need to clamp down censorship because censorship is the most important right in our

country. We put it number one — the Zrst amendment of the Constitution — because all the other

rights depend on it. If a government can hide what it’s doing it can get away with anything it wants.

If a corporation can lie to you and conceal information, if there’s no transparency in a democracy,

you do not have a democracy. So, if you want to get rid of all the other rights like freedom of

assembly — which you are exercising today, some of you are exercising at great threats. Some of

you will suffer. Some of you will be jailed. Some of you will suffer injuries. But that is a basic right:

the right to freedom of expression, the right to jury trial, the right to freedom of religion, the right to

privacy, the right to have governments that don’t spy on you and keep your information. All of those

other rights can only be subverted if they begin by imposing censorship — by being able to silence

people who want to speak”. https://youtu.be/NpMWDCX1yMI  

Also a quote from his father : “Few will have the greatness to bend history itself, but each of us can

work to change a small portion of events. It is from numberless diverse acts of courage and belief

that human history is shaped. Each time a man stands up for an ideal, or acts to improve the lot of

others, or strikes out against injustice, he sends forth a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other

from a million different centers of energy and daring those ripples build a current which can sweep

down the mightiest walls of oppression and resistance.”― Robert F. Kennedy

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

rrealrose

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
https://youtu.be/NpMWDCX1yMI
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
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At LEAST $18 Billion USD has gone into R&D for these new vaccines, that amount does not include

additional billions needed for transport, storage and distribution, You may as well call this a reset

of monetary policy, where the warped Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation ideology that stands for

weakening individual immune systems,( and has routinely been killing and maiming malnourished

children in Africa, India and elsewhere under the guise of philanthropy), is placing their interests

above all others. This is only 1 virus out of a thousand possibilities. Blown completely out of

proportion, health care is now killing and maiming more, due to fear, neglect and misdiagnosis.

Mainstream corporate media's daily reporting of so-called facts is so skewed to be intentionally

destructive...fearmongering with masks and social distancing. Scott Atlas just quit the White

House task force. Something's gotta crack this intense racketeering open for all to see.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

balhawk

Yes, the increasing protests are indeed signs people are getting wise on a massive scale.   We

must remain calm, Zrm, and reasonable and let the defenders of the lies hoist themselves with

their own hysterical petards, like the absurd attempts to restrict Thanksgiving holiday gatherings in

the US, which even people on the staffs of the misguided governors openly deZed.

But generations of brainwashing can have lingering effects that are hard to get rid of.  Even in the

excellent book Stan cites, Dissolving Illusions, Dr. Humphries hasn't fully shaken the notion that the

polio virus has some impact on poliomyelitis when all the evidence in the book itself points to the

condition being absolutely due to poisoning, its US peak incidence having followed peak use of

paralytic pesticides such as DDT and more importantly BHC (benzene hexachloride, to which

Humphries gives little attention, but the original sources indicate was the greater culprit) in the mid

20th century.    Yet in the book, in spite of all that evidence that poliomyelitis is strictly of toxic

origin and the polio virus a harmless enterovirus that had just come along for the ride in many

cases; she still implies that the vaccine transmits the virus, causing poliomyelitis, when the

evidence is more consistent with the poisons in the polio vaccine itself causing paralytic disease,

as they do from other vaccines as well, most notably the tragically injurious and ineffective HPV

vaccine.  

https://articles.mercola.com/members/balhawk/default.aspx
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As alarming as these developments are, they are indicators of desperation: a desperate recognition

that the truth cannot be bought or sold.  And the greater extremes to which these forces of genuine

misinformation go, the more people shake their heads and say "no".

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

forbiddenhealing

Not sure how long this charade can continue...Break a law>>go to jail...Shred the 1st Amendment

>>get rich???   All I hear from the consolidated standardized media is PRESSURE!  How arrogant to

presume to tell me what to think!  About EVERYTHING! So I salute all these overeducated idiots

and professional propagandists who are always wrong... with my middle digit.....A local university

professor was tapped with the task of overcoming "vaccine hesitancy" and quickly decided to use

celebrity endorsements..couldn't stop laughing...How bout some balanced and unvarnished facts

instead of a seductive sales job?  I get the Yiddish translation of "trust me."

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Darzoum

"There is a huge difference between truly dangerous, "hate" promoting , fraudulent websites and

this excellent site offering fact-checked articles that often challenge conventional, Big-Pharma

iniuenced views on health." Yes Dr. Steven, the former is called "mainstream news" and it has all

the corporate and governmental support it needs to keep promoting its dangerous lies.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

rrealrose

I agree - learning important info as to what works to build immunity for this virus and any future

https://articles.mercola.com/members/forbiddenhealing/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
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virus including the iu! (given some of our poor immune responses) - to minimize contracting this

virus should we get near it, and how to respond if we do. The death rate remains nearly unchanged

last year to this year! How much longer can they keep up the hoax? As long as Dr Fauci and Dr Birx

keep hounding everyone with fear and loathing??? Many younger Americans ignoring their warning

repeated too many times, along the lines of the boy who cried "Wolf", and felt it was more

important to visit family over the holidays...only time will tell.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Krofter

Wow.  DIdn't realize I was such a radical.  I subscribe to 3 of the 5 sites listed by Center for

Countering Digital Hate.  I suppose the gestapo will be banging down my door soon for exercising

my constitutional rights.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

badboy2

When it involves lost of money and power, times have changed, but nothing has changed. When it

came to the signing of the Declaration of Independence, which was originally written by Thomas

Payne, and later rewritten by his friend Thomas Jefferson; most of the Continental Congress were

afraid to sign it for fear of being put on a English hit list. It was only completely signed after the

war. Payne was already on the English hit list for his writing of Common Sense.  Today they hide in

the shadows and create fear and since it deals with the economy the government won't protect

you. So much for the freedom so many fraught and died for.

Posted On 12/02/2020

 

rogerdavidcook
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The U.K. Daily Mail had an article about the ten untrustworthy sites for medical advice. Mercola was

listed near the top. I wrote in the comments section that I found Mercola trustworthy. My comment was

taken out by the moderators. I wrote a second comment saying ‘Wow the Daily Mail is censoring free

speech.” That was also taken out and they sent an email direct to me, stating that they have had

complaints.  Well, there wasn’t time for a complaint. It came directly after my second email. I deeply

suspect that they have an agreement with big Pharma. We will advertise with you if you moderate

criticisms.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Vladimira

What is the point of a reviews page, if it is going to be censored? This has to somehow stop

everywhere. For example, Google Reviews for healthcare providers are censored too. If you leave a

negative review it often “disappears.” Disgusting.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Retsbew

I post in the UK Daily Mail to give a window to North America and criticize the fraudulent reporting

when it is totally horrendous.  I'm quite persistent and I do get quite a few comments printed with

valuable information.  I'm sure that I've posted Dr. Mercola, Osteopathic doctor at least six times, if

not more.  I cite that his information about Covid is very useful and he tells you things like using a

nebulizer that you can purchase on Amazon and lets you know what to put in it.  I also write that Dr.

Mercola has no hidden agenda and his interests are in the wellbeing of humanity.  Sometimes I put

Jon Rappoport's credentials in the comments and recommend reading his work as an investigative

reporter for well over 30 years.  (Think Jon's in his 80's now).  

What's happening in the UK is truly shocking.  The lockdowns are bizarre and often make no sense.

 Lots of people like me point out that the death rate is no different than it usually is.  If I'm really
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annoyed I write stuff like, what do you think, with the huge number of seniors, born at the end of

WWII reaching their elderly years, isn't there bound to be an increase of deaths anyway??!  I've also

written that it is an abuse of Human Rights to make vaccine mandatory.  -And loads of people feel

the same way as I do about this.  

I'd say that the ratio of those understanding that there could be danger in the vaccine(s) now

outnumber the idiotic comments from those who are so frightened they apparently want to be Zrst

in line.  Some of them I'm very nice to and say I understand how you feel, but please consider this -

in my research the vaccine that has to be stored in dry ice is the one that could contain a micro

chip so I'd certainly be very careful about that. Freedom of speech is important and the only way to

Zght this "takeover" of what used to be a sane world, is to speak out about the truth.  The UK Daily

Mail is the worst rag I've ever read.  It should really be sued for libel.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Yes, Daily Mail is part of the great power that defends lies. We have the right to express our opinion

and propagate true science, as strongly advocated by Dr. Mercola and other independent doctors

and media. Social media could make an important contribution to educating and empowering

people, but their work is the complete opposite of misinformation and lies. In 1883, John Swinton,

former veteran of the New York Press Corps, delivered a speech to fellow journalists on the

occasion of his retirement. This honest and sharp reckoning with his own guild is highly topical

and not only concerns the United States:

“There is no such thing as an independent press in America, (…) You are all slaves. You know it and

I know it. Not one of you dares to express an honest opinion. If you expressed it, you would know in

advance that it would never appear in print. (…) The journalist's business in New York is to twist the

truth, to lie bluntly, to pervert, to revile, to grovel at the feet of mammon, and to sell his own country

and people for his daily bread, or, which is the same thing, for his salary. (…) We are tools and

servants of rich men backstage. We are jumping jacks. They pull the strings and we dance. Our

time, our skills, our life, our possibilities are all the property of other people. We are intellectual

prostitutes. "
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We are in a learned behavior driven by a large array of media that serve the corrupt oligarchies.

Esyo causes the subject to behave in a passive way, with the subjective feeling of not being able to

do anything to change a certain situation. They are robbing us of responsibility because they are

robbing us of the will to be free. Let us hope that the light enters the people of good will and the

Zght against corruption that Dr. Mercola shows us in his excellent reports, is a hope for a humanity

sick from the loss of freedoms.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

balhawk

A generation ago it would have been incomprehensible for the media in so-called republics  and

democracies to be just as propagandists as the Soviet era Pravda.  Yet it has become so.  It would

be a good idea to send another last email saying you have found Mercola's information very useful

for your health, so you can no longer take the Daily Mail seriously for health advice, and most of

your friends agree.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

hellbent

Oh the  DM is just another Govt and Industry mouthpiece.  The comments sections are Zlled with

Paid Schills.  You can usually spot them taking the Zrst line of defence: name-calling,

ridicule,abuse.  Sometimes they have a go at sounding like "normal" people - "well done the

Scientists".  And you get the same ones relentlessly (I mean that) commenting on each new

comment.  One called Katie from Birmingham actually said last week that before the polio, etc

vaccines, "most people died before adulthood".  So, in the 1950s, most children died before

reaching the age of 18!!!  You only have to see how the DM describes An dr ew Wake Zeld in

headlines . . . "disgraced doctor A......" It's always good to read and comment on the Paid Schills

offerings because it might mean you get another person realising how ridiculous their comments

are.
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Tiggy22

Hi there Roger, I too have posted on the Daily Mail websites, & had the comments removed. The

paper is so full of hatred, lies, & stirs up such divisions. it is frightening what's happening here, but I

won't give up. I'm 77 years old, & was told by my Dr, that me & my Husband, were the only people

she knew who didn't take any drugs. I'm sick of being told I'm against Vaccines, just because I

refuse to have one. There are very good reasons for my refusal ( along with my Husband ) I was

given Thalidomide , after being told it was totally safe, & my baby Daughter died. I was given

another " safe " drug, ( Opren ) and my eyesight became really bad. THEN the Dr told me to stop

taking them, as 83 people had died, & they were being removed from the market. I'm old enough to

know of many many so called " safe " drugs that have been taken off sale. Why would I want to risk

going through the hell of side effects, to take this drug,  that's been around for all of 5 minutes.

i ask myself, why can't these companies be sued if there are any problems with the vaccines. If

they don't have faith in them, why would I pump this stuff into my body. WHY are they saying it's

going to be given to the elderly Zrst...is it so that if we die, they can cover it by saying " Oh well,

they were old anyway " & write covid on the death certiZcate.  I shall continue to live quietly here on

the stunning west Coast of Scotland...with no neighbours, no other houses in sight, !0 miles from

the nearest stores, & just eat my organic food, take my Vitamin d3 + k2 Vitamin c,etc ! & sing & be

happy ! I feel so much better after that rant...& Retsbew, I agree with all your comments as well.  I'll

take a deep breath now guys, & go out into the garden, to get some spinach & carrots for the soup

we're having for tea ! All the best  out there, & remember...our bodies belong to US & are not there

to be  used by anyone else. in any way they think Zt. we'll get through this if we stick to our guns, x

Posted On 12/02/2020

 

Galeforce
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That you have been targeted and named is very disturbing. In years of reading your articles, and buying

your excellent supplements, I have learned much about the facts about vaccinations, but would hardly

label you an 'anti-vaxxer'. As I understand it, you a) present the facts, and b) advise caution where

appropriate.  But then, the US government is apparently not interested in facts, only in helping ensure

its corporate sponsors are happy.. So much for freedom of speech - as you say democracy is

crumbling and being replaced by technocratic totalitarianism. Some might even say that there is no

effective democracy left. Human and civil rights are fast disappearing everywhere in the world.

Censorship is being normalized. I really hope you can take some technological counter-measures to

protect yourself and website from government attack.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

BigWetch

The reality is, he would be Zghting a losing battle,  because for it to be effective, would require the

use of the very medium referred to. Remember a few years ago, the number of alt medical

practitioners who "disappeared" in the Florida area? Erin Elizabeth was trying to get to the bottom

of it at the time. I was hoping she would desist. I've mentioned a number of times here that we are

going through an inevitable, and predictable cycle, and those who think they are responsible for

such events, are just catalysts for those shifts.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

balhawk

With Dr. M's superior critical thinking ability, I have full faith there are backups and

counter-measures in place.

Posted On 12/01/2020
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Guillermou

Yes, we are with Dr. Mercola who provides us with valuable information, with great value and

dedication for the defense of the rights and freedoms of people. We must Zght irrational fears as a

means of discipline and domination. BigPharma, BigData, and all major corporations, institutions,

and philanthropists are openly censoring dissenting views on the virus, particularly its origin and

treatment. Even praised doctors and scientists have been censored and Zred for speaking out

against the desired narrative dictated by BigPharma, the WHO, and their powerful allies. They are

the modern dictators or so-called "philanthropists" who deliberately feed this fear to satisfy their

lust for power and discipline and to dominate the people. It is the work of the devil and not the

work of Creation, which wants a true democracy that defends its citizens.

When citizens control their fears and panic, they see through the lies of the oligarchies with their

technological display and diabolical plans. This is why the media constantly feed people's natural

fears of illness and death. This leads to a iood of reality and a high level of aggressive

emotionality that blocks the spirit of truth and the need for denunciation. Let's Zght to defend our

freedoms !!

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Almond

Govt continues to be the long arm of industry.  The CDC is largely funded by pharmaceutical

companies.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Almond

Reginald... You sound like a troll.  You forget how much it has cost Dr. Mercola to Zght lawsuits to

retain his right of free speech--to speak out with honesty and integrity.  it has not been an easy

road he has chosen, yet he has continued to win litigation because irrefutable truth is on his side.
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

ragus

The extension on the web pages on mercola.com suggests a proprietary CMS. For reduced

vulnerability, switching to an open source based CMS for enterprises could be considered.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Torenchristensengmail.co

Vote libertarian! The billionaires will stop iniuencing us so much!  Just Google "corrupt

billionaires" and see the Zrst meme.  I don't understand why the globalists want their agenda.

Aren't they rich enough? Why do they want so much power?

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Chris65

As it turns out all those "Billionaires" belong to the same tribe and were the allies of WWII that are

the real axis of evil. Highlighted perfectly by what the UK and the US governments are doing right

now.

Posted On 12/02/2020

 

Darzoum

From James Corbett (CorbettReport.com), WHEN FALSE FLAGS GO VIRTUAL
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www.minds.com/CorbettReport/blog/when-false-iags-go-virtual-117996908..   [E]xactly as the Patriot

Act was already ready and waiting in the wings pre-9/11, so, too, is an "iPatriot Act" ready and waiting

in the wings for a "cyber 9/11" to come along and justify its enactment. So what kinds of things might

be contained in such an iPatriot Act? Once again, we don't have to speculate. Various government

oecials have talked about their wish list for an internet clampdown in recent years.    • In March of

2009, Senator Jay Rockefeller opined during a subcommittee hearing that the internet is proving to be

such a threat to America’s national security that it would have been better if it had never existed.    

• In June of 2010, Senator Joe Lieberman stated that he believed the US needed the same ability to

shut down the internet as China currently has.    • Also in 2010, Microsoft Senior Advisor and Bilderberg

attendee Craig Mundie called for the creation of a "World Health Organization for the internet" and

suggested creating government-issued licenses to authorize internet usage.    • In 2011, Bill

Clinton advocated the idea that the US government create an agency for “fact-checking” websites on

the internet.    • In 2015, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (yes, that NIST) unveiled

the "Trusted Identities Group," part of a national strategy for standardizing online identiZcation

systems.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

BigWetch

Yes.. all planned out, and was predictable long before the current " players" came about, including

the ones you listed. Much of the world is in a predictable mess, and many different cultures,

religious and philosophical have their own interpretations of what is happening , from Armageddon

to the dystopian New World Order. I've got news for you folks. Those interpretations of our future

are based on past beliefs and experiences. We are FAR greater than the sum of those obsolete

parts. Even those who arrogantly believe they are the architects of current events are merely"

players " in the drama. Shakespeare was totally correct with that statement. The play has already

been written (DNA is a clue here), and this is just one more " act"

Posted On 12/01/2020
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Guillermou

Yes, David, false iags are being waved against those who defend true science, independent

journalists, the internet, the doctors who oppose the blocking measures, in short, about the truth. A

big recognition of the excellent work of Dr. Mercola for the defense of justice, liberties and health.

In return we have cyberterrorism and statements to promote fear Bill Gates: “We can't predict

when, but given the continual emergence of new pathogens, the increasing risk of a bioterror

attack, and the ever-increasing connectedness of our world, there is a signiZcant probability that a

large and lethal modern- day pandemic will occur in our lifetime. "

Large corporations, especially chaired by BigPharma and BigData are waving their iags, the lies

about the deaths by Covid that promote the advertising of drugs and vaccines, is in the war of gold

that has become an important source of income for companies In the media, reports on health and

medicine again wave the iags of corrupt power. All social media platforms are openly censoring

dissenting views on the virus, in particular its origin and treatment. Even praised doctors and

scientists have been censored and Zred for speaking out against the desired narrative dictated by

BigPharma, the WHO, and their powerful allies. The pharmaceutical industry also controls

fact-Znding organizations like NewsGuard, with the support of BigPharma. The main media

continue to report a number of deaths from Covid that does not adjust to reality, which increases

fear, facilitates the propaganda of vaccines and implement strategies to limit our personal

freedoms and rights.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Guillermou

The general conclusion of a new study published by Dr. Genevieve Briand is that Covid-19, declares

the deadly disease that is currently touted. “These data analyzes suggest that in contrast to most

people’s assumptions, the number of deaths by COVID-19 is not alarming. In fact, it has relatively

no effect on deaths in the United States. " “This suggests, according to Briand, that the COVID-19

death toll is misleading. Briand believes that deaths due to heart diseases, respiratory diseases,

iniuenza and pneumonia may instead be recategorized as being due to COVID-19. " Furthermore,
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Briand’s research notes that the percentage of death has remained relatively constant through all

age groups. Covid death statistics seem to mirror the normal distribution of death amongst age

groups, further lending credence to the argument that many Covid deaths are recategorized

deaths. www.globalresearch.ca/new-study-highlights-alleged-accounting-error-re..  (November 30,

2020)

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

epi-cure

Big Fletch, rather fatalistic and Skinnerian the way you offer it up. Life may be a stage with us as

the actors as per Bill Shakespeare but the strength of BS's plays is that the protagonist's fate was

largely tied to a personal character iaw. Whereas DNA (tell me more about the "clue") plays a

signiZcant iniuence on the actors it does not set them on an inevitable train track.  With minimal

imposition of censorship in a free and open society we also have latitude and freewill.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Randyfast

David; we are deZnitely on the precipice here. The "Great Reset" is accelerating. In an article that I

posted way down this page, it looks as if  our "leaders" are still working with Wuhan, China and I'm

quite sure that there will be vaccines coming out of China, or at the very least, many vaccine

"ingredients" will come from there. "For BetterLife, a study in February led by Canadian researcher

Eleanor Fish in Wuhan, China, that showed promise for interferons in treating COVID-19

emboldened Daroudian’s team, who went full-speed at reformulating its discovery, with an

incredible level of co-operation wherever they turned." That sounds to me, as if all the governments

are working together to bring down humanity!

Posted On 12/01/2020
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shellyalaine

Thank you for standing strong and for all you do!!  You are my number one resource for health

information and have been for many years.  I’ve told many, many people about your website in my

health coaching, clinical thermography and IT consulting work!

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Vladimira

Humanity obviously needs a Great Reset. But certainly not the one the technocrats are planning.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Yes, we need a new agenda that Zghts for the freedoms and rights of people. A new humanity

governed by democratic principles The changes will not take place without political will and

decision, managed by powerful corporations, we need to amplify our voice, until it becomes

deafening. Dr. Mercola is a great leader who broadens our voices and makes us participate in the

awareness of the injustice of the system in which we live, we need another society where dignity

and the common good are the basis of a true democracy.

“Each time a man stands up for an ideal, or acts to improve the lot of others, or strikes out against

injustice, he sends forth a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other from a million different

centers of energy and daring those ripples build a current which can sweep down the mightiest

walls of oppression and resistance.”

― Robert F. Kennedy
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

balhawk

Right, Vladimira.   And they SHALL get it.  Their ridiculous, desperate extremism is setting it right

up.  Let us remain sane, calm, Zrm, and reasonable, and let their hysterics and histrionics betray

their intentions for all to observe.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

RedStateKitty

The reset is internal -- Christ as your Savior, and applying the Truth of God's Word to your thoughts

and actions.  Would it be that everyone would have that "Great Reset" as what happens when you

let Him be the Lord of your life.  But alas, His Word also says that in the end many would be lovers

of self, and accept evil as good and good as evil.  It does not say that His people need to follow

that -- but the Word also says that even some of the elect (those who've claimed Christ as Lord)

would be deceived.  I see that in my own circle of believing friends! We must pray for Dr. Mercola!

 Oh God, we lift the courageous Dr. M to your loving embrace, give him Your wisdom and Your

courage, to speak the truth about our health and the lies we're being fed by the main  media.  Jesus

protect him and guide him as he writes and speaks and thank you for providing this source of

information through Dr. M., may we internalise the information and apply it along with the Truth of

Your Word.  In the matchless name of Jesus Christ the Messiah and Coming King, Amen.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

stanleybecker

OK Dr Mercola ~ so the Center for Countering Digital Hate - what a mouthful ~ these latter day Mrs.

Grundys are against social variety and militate for extremism of OBEDIENCE and SUBMISSION to
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social norms that are totalitarian in their push for regulation of behavior ~ these retards and half wits

want to control the social discourse so that there are no CRITICAL voices ~ only "yes men" and Yes

women" are the NEW BREED of CONFORMISM that these Grundy types will countenance ~ they attack

anyone that differs in opinion to their acceptance of the PROPAGANDA NARRATIVE ~ from what I can

gather through a quick research these agents of social repression are mentally challenged half wits

that like the three monkeys wish to see/ hear/ speak NO EVIL but on the contrary demand that society

be shaped by their blinkered and dogmatic standards ~ this is all very well for the return to the Dark

Ages of superstition and obedience ~ these people know nothing and wish to proudly proclaim their

IGNORANCE by subjecting others to their hollow lives ~

Dr Mercola I am starting a Center for Advanced Human Beings and I would like to select you to our

Modern Day Heroes ~ this makes more sense than acknowledging this Hate Platform that wishes to

disguise its intent by claiming that it has the sole rights to Moral Rectitude and MORAL Behavior ~

these Orwellian impostors should be ridiculed or even better dismissed as emotional cripples who

have nothing better to do than SUPPRESS the TRUTH

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Well expressed Stan, Dr. Mercola is recognized around the world for his courage, honesty, and

advocacy for health and freedom. In today's culture of hatred and misinformation, it marks the

individual's path of submission to lies and inevitably falls under the iniuence of the desire for

power and domination. The illusion of helplessness takes hold of the soul of the individual at a

time when he has neither a conscious vision nor a developed sense of justice. Our task for the

future is, therefore, above all to nurture and strengthen feelings of solidarity and the struggle for

rights and freedoms.

Humanity is subject to constant change with great iniuences and interests from different "power

groups", with objectives of a marked economic and political nature, which push us to remain

passive, to depend on their control, to take control of our thoughts, to know what what we do,

where we buy and what we buy for. The dehumanization of people is governed by extreme

technological advances that hypnotize us, make us addicted and obscure our vision of reality.
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Politicians fall prey to the leaders of large corporations imposing a domination strategy based on

personal interests and the corporations they serve. They are allies of an extreme technological

advance that observes us that directs us, that only look after the interests of power and proZt and

the support of the monopolies of great fortunes, they are largely responsible for the

dehumanization in which the world lives on all fronts of our existence.

The civilization of wealth and power marginalizes, undervalues and excludes true thought of

struggle against freedom. This culture makes people fail and what is worse, they feel like a failure,

it makes them feel helpless, that they cannot control the situation and reach a state of

helplessness. We are in a civilization of intolerance that has a lot to do with dogmatism, with

authoritarianism and with force and imposition. Let's Zght to defend health and freedom.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

stanleybecker

thank you Gui ~ I agree with your analysis ~ while the David versus Goliath odds don't look

promising ~ in the long run RESISTANCE to SLAVERY is the only path that makes sense in a

planetary organization that increasingly MAKES NO SENSE at all ~ "rather die on your feet than live

on your knees" is the maxim that springs to mind

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

balhawk

Exactly, Stan, and hysterics such as the "bans on Thanksgiving" are indeed being met with ridicule!

  And Christmas is coming.  They keep up the absurdity and Christmas may indeed be coming for

lovers of liberty as these fools are hoist with their own ridiculous petards.  We may be Davids

against Goliaths, but there are at least hundreds of millions, if not billions, of us highly motivated

Davids, and their efforts to recruit ill-informed Davids of their own are increasingly backZring, as

our numbers and more importantly motivation and steadfastness rapidly increase.  Their hysterics
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betray their loss of control, as they have turned up the heat too quickly, the frogs they wish to boil

are leaping out en masse, and do so ever faster as they turn up the heat all the more.  

When approaching a Confederate camp the great general Grant said he had a lump in his throat

that kept rising, and upon reaching the camp found it abandoned.  He said then his throat resumed

its place, as it dawned upon him that they were just as afraid of him as he was of them.  It was a

point of view he had not considered before, but never forgot since.   These desperate measures to

cover up the truth are as foolish as trying to cap a volcano that is about to blow.  They are signs the

truth is coming out and the propagandists are really getting desperate. Do keep us informed of

your Center for Advanced Human Beings, Stan.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

rrealrose

Wait! wait! It gets even better - watch this cartoon heroine in action, something that has been

broadcast throughout India to overcome the fear: www.bbc.com/.../entertainment-arts-55100084

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

otis101

Well said Stan, Gui, & Balhawk.  I would just add what we were told in the military.  You always

know when you are over the target as the incoming iak is the heaviest. It is increasingly heavy as

Dr. Mercola and others continue on the iight path of truth and integrity.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

balhawk
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So Big Pharma now has its very own superhero rape victim to deliver us to those who want to OWN

our bodies completely, now, rrealrose.  This is weirdness and irony to the Googleth power

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

rrealrose

Otis, I agree 100% - the closer you get to the target, the more iak appears. AND its not from out of

nowhere, we know who it is across the arena of big Pharma, Big Tech and Big Foundations. If they

fail, and they will in the EU and most developed nations -  as younger generations are not buying in

to their messaging, consider opposite response to causing all the corporate fascist-style fear

mongering is???

Balhawk, dumbfounded this morning when I watched that cartoon heroine, with the iying tiger.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

NewlandsWanderer

Great post Stan, and also the responses.  Here is one British Parliamentarian who is scathing about

Fuhrer Johnson and Mao Hancock's plans for vaccinations: twitter.com/.../1333798905553666049

  Plus a wonderful bit of humour in cartoon form of Fuhrer Johnson surrounded by "health"

bureaucrats trying to sort our so-called Tier Levels which are just another form a lock-down.  The

two characters on the far side of the table are Professor's Whitty and Valance.  I am not sure what

it is they "Profess" but it appears to be something straight out of a Goon Show script.

pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1333658504935182336/rh4WP6UB?format=jpg&nam..

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

lel36357
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I am just heart broken to hear this news.  Dr. Mercola, your sharing of health information has saved me

so many times, because I have an auto-immune disorder, etc.   Last night, because of your post, I was

able to catch my breath for the Zrst time in nine months, since I came down with Covid at the beginning

of this nightmare.  Every day, night and breath have been a struggle, but your information about

endothelial cells helped me so much.   Your value to all of us is immeasurable.  Your wide, detailed

understanding of how our physiology works and thrives, and how all of us are part of this whole culture

based upon democracy, truth and knowledge  are like beacons on a dark sky.  And while I was so sick,

being able to get your thoughtful posts gave my brain needed work to do to stay alive.  From the

bottom of my heart, I thank you.  Know that we are indisputably on your side.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

NewlandsWanderer

It is a Badge of Honour that Dr Mercola has been targeted by Big Pharma and Big Tech who would use

money, iniuence and power to destroy the health and well-being of others. While they use propaganda

to brain-wash the public there is one vital element that is missing. And that is a proper DEBATE, on

vaccines.  The fact is, these companies are frightened of a public debate. They know they will lose.

 And when top lawyer Lin Lincoln Wood accuses Bill Gates of experimenting on children in India, Gates

doesn't take him to court.  Because the truth would come out.

Again, like Dr Mercola, Robert F Kennedy Jnr has exposed so much of what is going on behind the

scenes, and again no-one dare take him to court, or debate with him.  They are frightened.  Because

when the sun comes out the shadows scuttle away. If you can't win a debate - you close it down.  And

that is what Big Pharma and Big Tech are doing at every opportunity.  But it is also their weak link, their

Achilles heel.  So how do we get a debate?  Perhaps a huge multi-media concerted publicity campaign

that reaches everyone challenging these people to a real conversation on vaccines.  Call them out for

what they are doing.  So either they have to respond in court, or on main stream media. If they do NOT

respond - then the accusation can be made that they have something to hide.  

A lot of people are undecided about vaccines and I am sure support would come from the many people

who want to know the truth about their  side effects. Any failure of the Big Pharma opposition to accept

the challenge of an open debate would surely add suspicion in the public’s mind and open the way for
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further revelations. What we need is the vehicle to take the attack to the enemy.  That’s the only way I

can think of to break through the Tsunami of lies we are facing. There are a number of top people who

are opposed to vaccines across the world, and to Zght together under one banner could be the

difference between defeat and victory.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Yes, NW, a great recognition to Dr. Mercola for his great qualities in defending the rights and

freedoms of people. True science is being fought, the one that tells the truth as Dr. Mercola and

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. All in exchange for obtaining political and economic beneZts for the large

corporations that only contemplate a diabolical plan to accumulate more power and money, taking

away civil liberties and rights from citizens.

The pandemic has revealed how the medical-political complex can be manipulated in an

emergency, a time when it is even more important to safeguard science. The response to the

pandemic depends on the technocratic power of bogus scientiZc scientists and other

government-appointed individuals with troubling competing interests, including revolving door

holdings in companies that make COVID-19 diagnostic tests, treatments, and vaccines.

Science is suppressed, whether by delaying publication, selecting favorable research, or muzzling

scientists, it is a danger to public health, causing death and suffering, misery and hunger. We

cannot allow the true champions of freedom to be censored.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., sent a message to people around the world who realize that they are seeing

their freedoms taken away. In solidarity with the citizens who participated in demonstrations in at

least 15 countries to protest against the global movement towards totalitarianism. In the speech
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he said:

“They need to clamp down censorship because censorship is the most important right in our

country. We put it number one — the Zrst amendment of the Constitution — because all the other

rights depend on it. If a government can hide what it’s doing it can get away with anything it wants.

If a corporation can lie to you and conceal information, if there’s no transparency in a democracy,

you do not have a democracy. So, if you want to get rid of all the other rights like freedom of

assembly — which you are exercising today, some of you are exercising at great threats. Some of

you will suffer. Some of you will be jailed. Some of you will suffer injuries. But that is a basic right:

the right to freedom of expression, the right to jury trial, the right to freedom of religion, the right to

privacy, the right to have governments that don’t spy on you and keep your information. All of those

other rights can only be subverted if they begin by imposing censorship — by being able to silence

people who want to speak”. https://youtu.be/NpMWDCX1yMI

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

NewlandsWanderer

Thanks Gui - right on target as usual.  Today in the UK, Politicians are soon to vote on whether to

continue with the diabolical lock-downs or continue with what is called a Tier System.  Both are the

work of the devil!!  I have emailed my Member of Parliament to say:  ""If you vote for more

lock-downs you will be personally complicit in a crime against Humanity.  I'm afraid our people

have been crushed by lies, propaganda, and undoubted evil from elements in the Government or

their advisors. And those who have woken up to the corruption and deliberate fear-mongering

under the smoke-screen of "Covid" are being brutalized by Stasi-like state police simply for

peacefully protesting.  This is made worse by censorship and by omission of truthful reporting. It is

truly beyond despicable in a country which prides itself on Democracy and Free Speech.""   And so

Gui - your second excellent post with an uplifting quote from Robert F Kennedy Jnr is a perfect

antidote to the poisonous web that is being spun by Big Pharma, Bill Gates and Big Tech.  Thank

you!

Posted On 12/01/2020
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Luvvvy

Hi NW and Gui, I appreciate your insights.. I believe this is a sign that it is time to take to the streets

with our pots and pans, to express our nonacceptance of these acts and  attacks on our freedoms .

Every one of us needs to channel our supernatural inner strength and get noisy and spread what’s

 true and right to others, remembering the truth of the heart’s resonance.   God bless!

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Yes, Luvvvy, the strength within us struggles to defend freedom "We must awaken the word,

because each word has a spark of life within it and this is the Zrst duty of the communicator", with

this phrase, Pope Francis thus alerted a group of journalists from the Church's Italian television

network about the "sins" of the media, reiterating the importance of preserving social

communication "from everything that deforms it and During his meeting with managers and

workers of the chain, he recalled that communication has often been "subjected to propaganda,

ideologies, political purposes or to control the economy and technology."

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

ten8124

Dear Dr Mercola, I am a psychiatric physician, mathematician and a brain-imaging researcher. I very

much appreciate your discussions and interviews with researchers looking into alternative treatments

and mechanisms of action.  Earlier in my medical career I did drug studies for big pharmacological

companies.  I found that they would skew the design of a protocol to compare to competing drugs to

enhance the likelihood that their compound would be more likely to win.  This iabbergasted me.  We

should pull medicine development away from big Pharmaceutical orgs to minimize the power of

money. Thank you, Tom Nordahl, MD, PhD
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Randyfast

Thank you for your support, Tom.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Luvvvy

As I see it, the technocrats use of artiZcial intelligence seems to be regarded as having the power of

God, which is doesn’t.. Anything unnatural or artiZcial like AI, or vaxxes, or plastic iowers, are cheap

knockoffs made by “ego-conscious-matrix mind”, and can be trumped by the “God-Christ-Truth mind”

(GCT mind). How we effectively oppose the technocratic tyranny is to align and resonate with the GCT

mind which operates on a whole different “system” / frequency. By realizing that the ego is the liar

within, and by not listening to its programmed fears and arrogant snivelling and believing in the truth of

God, you can rise above all the increasing dehumanization of the artiZcial world.

.. What is happening to our beloved Dr.M, as a symbol of the unnatural silencing of all, is unacceptable

- and I pray that God sees his love of truth and health for humanity - and we all, as a loving health

community have our voices protected.  God bless ..

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Dear Luvvvy your words are being enlightened by the Creator's force “Every one of us needs to

channel our supernatural inner strength and get noisy and spread what’s right to others,

remembering the truth of the heart’s resonance. Yes, we have Dr. Mercola in our favor who projects

the truth to us, who pursues a world where humanity can live with dignity, with democratic values,

with freedom. We cannot allow our ideals to be denied because oligarchies mark the course of a
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nation, with politicians Zghting for power sustained by technocratic forces. The ego and

narcissism grow with power like a contagious disease that spreads in an environment where

wealth determines the breadth of the Zeld of action, where lies and manipulation of the passive

masses will reign.

As Dr. Mercola pointed out, and we all feel it, we live in an economic system that works to favor 1%

of the world's population with a power that is being used to manipulate the system and thus further

widen the gap between rich and poor. It is a virus that affects humanity, it is the true pandemic of a

decaying civilization. This humanity is being deceived, techno-fascist manipulation and a direction

to transhumanism devoid of soul and idiology, which renounces the word of God. Let's keep an eye

on hope because great corruptions unleash passions and rebellion to achieve a better world. A new

world order cannot be created by the nations without the support of the people, a democratic

attitude is needed, away from the corporatocracy and techno-fascist currents and that needs to be

grounded by a world ethic that is supported and lived by people of all ages. cultures based on

human values.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

NewlandsWanderer

You are quite right Luvvy.  The artiZcial and the mechanistic approach does not resonate with the

human soul.  No-one's ego can bring to life compassion, love, inspiration, Grace, intuition, or any of

the virtues of the Spirit.  I  recall a picture of a ravenous angry beast chasing a bird, unaware that a

cliff edge is just ahead.  The bird iies off into space followed by the beast, and below is a four

hundred metre drop.  And the words beneath the picture were: ""Choices made in anger, cannot be

undone!"  And so with this battle against those who would trap us in their tyrannical new world

order..  It is best to protect ourselves with prayers and trust in God so we can do battle with the

protective shield of a higher vibration in our hearts.

Posted On 12/01/2020
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Luvvvy

Thanks Gui!  this is exactly right, “we have Dr. Mercola in our favor who projects the truth to us,

who pursues a world where humanity can live with dignity, with democratic values, with freedom. “.

  we need to keep supporting what we value, faithfully expressing the truth anyway possible.  The

ego world’s powers are always iooding our minds, with their godless dreams and visions.  DrM has

it right, instead of passively accepting the lies, he boldly shouts the alternative vision, of a healthy,

caring free society.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Luvvvy

Thank you, very well said NewlandsW.  You are right about the ego world's inability to house the

riches of the Spirit.  With it's heartless personal master,  it is more of a trap of humanity's negative

animal impulses and vibrations.    The illusion of this world is incredibly believable due to it's lower

density and constant reinforcement.   As we can now see, it is expanding and building a

community of trapped souls, in its artiZcially created freedomless super-5G-matrix!  And this is

why we all need to intentionally shift and lift our god-given powers of focus upwards to higher

frequencies.  It is as you say, "with prayers and trust in God - we can do battle with the protective

shield of a higher vibration in our hearts."

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

erinlf1

I encourage folks to become acquainted with James Corbett of The Corbett Report. He has a great

podcast, "The Library of Alexandria is Burning", and offers a practical solution to rescue valuable

information, literature, articles, etc. in advance of their eventual removal and destruction by our

government.  SAVE EVERYTHING. I currently "save as pdf" to my hard drive (not Dropbox, etc.) many of

Mercola's articles, as well as countless other articles from other websites and content creators that
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may be subjected to censorship. There may be a day when we all will need to join together in reviving

all the literature that has been destroyed - we must keep it alive lest it all burns down.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

JGB123

I created a Zle within my email I titled Covid Truths and it contains many many articles from this

website.  Do you think it is safe there?

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Islander

@JGB123, no, not at all. Your email is stored in the cloud where it is freely available to those who

know how to Znd it. To save it safely, create a folder on your desktop. Download all the articles

you've saved from this website along with anything else that's pertinent, and transfer it all to your

folder. Give this new folder a name you'll remember and then store it on your hard drive. It might

also be advisable to store that folder on a thumb drive as a backup, and put that in a safe place.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

MarcoAntonio59

JGB123 It might be wise to print those articles and save them too.

Posted On 12/01/2020
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Jackaroni

JGB123, in addition to Islander's advice I would suggest naming your Zle something that wouldn't

attract attention, like "recipes".

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Randyfast

If you really want content to be "Safe and Secure" (for real!), copy all of it to an external hard drive

and do NOT leave that drive plugged into your computer - at least, not while you're online. Whatever

is connected to your computer, can be accessed. Never; ever, upload your personal data to any

"cloud service".

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

cat6071

Very good idea!  Why don't we start friending each other, exchange locations, etc?  I'm in Florida.

Posted On 12/02/2020

 

paultdale

Jesus said, I am the Way, the Truth and the Life. That stands as true today as it has done for the last

2000 years. God permits this because a greater good will come out of it. Man not only déiZés himself

but aligns himself with the Father of Lies. We need to chose Christ or Mammon, Satan. It is prophesied

that nations will rise up against this evil, but we are entering the great Tribulation that Christ spoke

about in Matthew’s Gospel. We must be prepared to die for Truth, in order to gain everlasting life in

paradise.
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

garygreenQeld

If you don't have a relationship with God, this would be a good time to get to know Him because He is

our only hope out of this mess.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

davidle

Amen!

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

WeThePeople0

There is a batlle going on between good and evil ... and we are nearing a confrontation whether we like

it or not. In particular since WWII the expansion of the evil satanic forces spread underground and

people who were awake and wanted to warn the public were ridiculed with the term conspiratist.  Think

about JFK.  The fact that evil forces managed to inZltrate in the top layers of our banking system,

NGO's, pharma industry, weapon industry and governments, was something that we know of since long,

but too long the good people have been sitting idle trusting that the "iniammation" would heal by itself.

 

The thing that we are not talking about iniammation but more of a cancer.   And cancers can be cured

if you pay attention to the total body that can cure the cancer. The best way to disarm the evil forces is

to shine light on them ... and internet is a perfect means to spread info so that people can inform

themselves.  Do not keep silent but speak out to friends, family, neighbors and governments.   We are

all together with Dr Mercola in this mess and together we are much and much stronger than the evil

forces. Alone we are weak, but together we are strong.   We are with you Dr Mercola.  Greetings from
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the Netherlands.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

rrealrose

Is it good vs evil? I see this as GREED, unfettered corporate greed. This is the end game of the

cooperation between major worldwide corporations and governments around the world. They are

all in bed with eachother, everyone looking to proZt from fake testing and subsequent

diagnosis...only idiots believe we are all children and they can get away with this much longer.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

cat6071

I don't know if I believe in evil....just perhaps an overfed lower vibrational ego.

Posted On 12/02/2020

 

beckyknott

Why don't they just take the vaccine themselves and leave everyone else alone?

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

dealt7faux

Exactly. Let them be the Guinea pigs.
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

rrealrose

Becky - Indeed! The US military has a standing $9 Billion dollar contract with Moderna for their new

barely tested mRNA vaccine. Due to the extreme rush in testing, this could possibly backZre, in a

similar but different manner to their 17 years of vaccinations, causing something like 1 million

service people injured or damaged over that timeframe from their proprietary, poorly designed

anthrax vaccine.  The questions are 1. "Is the FDA intensely doing their oversight?" (or are they

basically being bought off, and rubber stamping their approval) 2. "Will history repeat?" - these

mRNA vaccines change human DNA, and can never be detoxed out of the human body. If this

program fails for any reason, even more chaos may ensue.

Can only assume Dr. Mercola's among others, are being used as scapegoats, suppressed to keep

key historical vaccine information from being spread across the internet prior to this proposed and

scary vaccine roll-out. We are not being told what standards the US FDA is using; given no idea the

depth of information is used from manufacturers to actually approved these drugs for emergency

use...again, if Dr. Scott Gottlieb, the former FDA commissioner now sitting on PZzer's Board of

Directors, continues to get more news coverage than Drs. Tony Fauci or Deborah Brix, we can

assume PZzer's iniuence is at the root of FDA decision-making. History is on the edge, may easily

repeat from 2007-08 and again 2015-16 H1N1 swine iu vaccine failures. Watch US media

reporting like a hawk.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

BJC777

I am not anti-vax, but I believe in informed consent. Nobody has my consent to inject me with any

poisons.
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

balhawk

I'm right with you, BCJ777.  Though I personally think vaccines are more likely to cause than

prevent long-term ill health or death for most people, and the evidence overwhelmingly indicates

some, such as the polio and HPV vaccines, are utterly useless and strictly harmful, the conditions

they are supposed to protect against not being infectious; I likewise nonetheless support people's

right to have any medical treatment they wish, the individual being the best arbiter of what is good

for their health or the health of their dependents who are incapable of making such choices.  Even

the vaccine inserts themselves list a slew of very dangerous side-effects, including conditions

vaccine propaganda denies are caused by the vaccines!   2 signs I read at a health freedom

demonstration said all we need to point out:   "Is it a 'conspiracy theory' if it's printed on the vaccine

insert itself?"  "Where there is risk, there must be choice."

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

epa1375

BJC...."I believe in informed consent. Nobody has my consent to inject me with any poisons." I

agree with you on this. I see all of the gleeful Big Pharma Media Readers (News Anchors) grinning

and smiling and seem so happy that PZzer and Moderna are rolling out their vaccines, preparing

airplanes and other transportation to get the vaccines to the public just in time for Christmas. My

answer to them is simple.....just take 5 minutes of your time to explain to the public how this

mRNA vaccine will work to change your DNA to make your body make viruses for the rest of your

life could affect you. But NO. They just want the gullible public to just line up and get injected with

an untested, life altering poison that could maim and kill them, sooner rather than later. Because if

you want me to "consent" shouldn't I be "informed"...totally? What is so radical about that?

Posted On 12/01/2020
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NitFlix

I had an alert on the weather app while in CA so I went on to see if it was about the coming Santa Ana

winds. It was & it led me to clicking on a safety & preparedness article. Something very funny &

amazing happened...the discussion was about the Zre causing pollutants that are harmful, especially

to young children, the elderly, those with respiratory illnesses & the fact that this smoke can travel for

miles & blanket an area. Here's verbatim what was stated to stave off the harmful effects besides

staying indoors & using air Zlters as recommended by THE CDC: "If you must go outside, DO NOT RELY

ON DUST MASKS AS THEY ONLY PROTECT YOU FROM LARGE PARTICLES LIKE SAWDUST. An N95

mask that's worn correctly is the best defense against Zre smoke." I added the emphasis! The N95

mask doesn't protect you completely...only 95% effective.  Here it is written by the CDC; hence, a cloth

mask will ALSO not protect you from a virus such as SARS-CoV-2! This is all an exercise in shutting-up

& doing what you are told. Thank you Dr. Mercola for being a champion...we need you!

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

davidle

If you want to get the vaccine, that's your business.  If I don't want to get it, that's my business.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

dfo12095

God bless you and may He keep you safe!!! We love your website.!!

Posted On 12/01/2020
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kbamQeld

wow - all the stars have lined up - media, governments, news, doctors, professors all bought and paid

for by the FB Twatter YuTub, WEF, WHO, IMF, et all (all the trillionaires) = must have taken years to plan

I am not a religious person but I seriously made a call to the higher order and asked for intervention in

this event  -  there is something amazing that happens to the human brain when it has so much power,

money etc. and then it truly believes that it can reshape the world through tyranny (for the betterment

of human kind of course) Thank god - little shoots are appearing and these grow into trees as we have

learned through past wars - good luck all

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Hopeful_One

There is an Almighty God and he laughs at their attempts. He will put them into derision. Psalm 2

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

balhawk

The ultimate in gaslighting.   Being targeted by evil fascists IS a badge of honor.   Keep up the great

work, Dr. Mercola!   We are with you.  And the greater extremes to which these forces of hatred go, the

more people come to realize just WHO are spreading propaganda and disinformation.   The truth is

outing and we are on the right side of history.   In the mean time, we must be sure to use platforms that

respect and protect free speech and back everything up several times in several places, so a backup

can be switched on instantly.    We need to be the chess masters and stay ahead of every one of their

moves.  

They are handicapped by having to cover up the truth and continually convince people not to trust their

own observations, so they have a hand and a leg tied behind their back, and they know it.  There is

nothing more diecult than to cover up a web of lies, especially as the truth spreads and gains

momentum.   These ridiculous measures betray the precariousness of their position.   Persevere and
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we SHALL prevail.  Once people know the truth no amount of propaganda can bring them back, and will

only serve to further alienate them.  I will end with a quote from the great American baseball player and

philosopher Yogi Berra: "If the people don't want to come out to the ballpark, nobody's going to stop

them."

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Yes, balhawk, we are with Dr. Mercola who provides us with valuable information and defends the

rights and freedoms of people. ScientiZc psychology tells us that man is a naturally social being,

and can endeavor to develop a critical spirit to Znd the path of truth, our goal a natural inclination

towards the good and solidarity with our fellow men. We need to spread the truth. The "natural law"

says that there is something that is correct by nature. Man has the right to preserve his health,

strategies of fear cannot be imposed on him. With fear, minds become passive and lose their

critical spirit, with fear accompanied by the deprivation of freedom destroys the human immune

system and can cause a variety of diseases much worse than covid-19, including cancer, coronary

heart disease , diabetes, With these diseases you die with COVID-19 and also die from the iu,

however the most profound deception that accompanies PCR tests are the deaths attributed to

COVID-19.

Knowing what is just by nature allows you to face totalitarian ideologies and dictatorships from a

Zrm human point of view and feel a feeling of indignation against injustice and inhumanity. The

desire for peace and freedom must be in our minds and our hearts. All people want to be free and

live in peace and feel that they are not being deceived. We want the truth, but the reality is

different. If the people remain silent, this democracy is nothing more than a "silent dictatorship."

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Its_All_Light
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Like everything we see today, the truth is inverted.  The lawsuits are coming and all the corruption of

these agencies and 'factcheckers' will come to light and then it will be over.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Yes, Its_All_Light, in this hope we are all the people who want a better world. We have great people,

doctors, scientists, organizations and lawyers who are listening to the cry of people who cry out for

freedom, people who work to build a better world in which we, and the greatness of this world, have

the guarantee of surviving with dignity , defending the rights of people against tyranny and the

diabolical plans of the oligarchies, which dehumanize with a technocracy that only serves their

purposes of enslaving humanity. . Everywhere they are at war with the forces that threaten us and

our beloved planet.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

rrealrose

Yes, but lockstep media is not reporting on the recent lawsuits. Only the one in Portugal got any

press at all...and it was not widely distributed or published. Uncertain if the legal approach is too

late? Recent, inexpensive therapeutic protocols that have been tested and are working are also not

being publicized. Still waiting for more shoes to drop. Seemingly unbridled GREED knows no limits

or bounds, but as we know, they cannot afford a single misstep...or even give any illusion of a

misstep.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

jamNjim
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Sorry to burst your bubble, but NONE of the lawsuits will get their day in court just like NONE of

Trump's voter fraud lawsuits have had a day in court. Zero times anything equals zero. That's where

we are.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

akb7582

The events that have been unfolding for quite some time are more than unsettling on many levels.  I

ask myself on a now daily basis what country am I living in?  Is this truly the land of the free, or is the

illusion of such freedoms afforded us by the U.S.Constitution becoming a foundation of quicksand on

which we may no longer be able to stand?  That Mercola.com is considered a target for cyberwarfare

due to exposing the web of deceit and lies surrounding Big Pharma, COVID, the Great Reset, and so on,

is also beyond unsettling.  The perspectives, research and viewpoints you provide are daily discussions

between my daughter and I, for which we both are massively grateful.  We too will stand by,  and with

you, Dr. Mercola in the continued Zght for health freedom.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

ttwdem

Years ago, before the Internet was available to me, I already knew about the poisons of vaccines and

Big Pharma. I had paid subscriptions to paper newsletters from several alternative/holistic doctors that

were delivered to my home. Has the Internet made things easier and faster? Sure. Is it necessary? No. I

encourage Dr. Mercola to have such a paid subscription service ready to go as a back-up to domain

seizure. All of the organizations listed in today's newsletter should have back-up paper subscriptions

ready to go.

I am not even remotely well-off Znancially, but I would pay for all of them, just like I used to before the

Internet came along. It is all just a matter of choice. As the poster "Almond" always emphasizes, there
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is a tremendous waste of money in today's society. I seem to have a lot more money than my

contemporaries because I do not spend a dime on coffee drinks, manicures/pedicures, cellphones,

clothing/makeup that I replace ("donate") every 6 months, and useless streaming services so that I can

"binge-watch" Hollywood propaganda that rots the brain and the character. And regarding that last one.

I also have way more time on my hands for worthwhile pursuits.

Finally, word of mouth is powerful. After all of the social distancing "laws" began, I have made a point

of talking to as many people as I can in every store I go to. I simply ask people, "Do you want to talk"?

You would be surprised at how many are dying to talk. I have stepped outside of stores with so many

people and spoke face to face, no distance, mask off about what is going on. I have never done

anything like it before, as I am naturally very reserved. Desperate times call for all of us to get out of

our safe zone and spread the truth. I feel so exhilarated every time I return home and have managed to

talk with over 10 people (that is my goal). Don't be scared. Find like-minded people and let them know

they are many of us. Spread love and fortify others.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

EdMovius

Dr Mercola, listen up. Are you a A) US Citizen? or B) a citizen of the United States? Either of the 2

aforementioned political status places you under A: under the jurisdiction of the British Territorial

United States Government corporation, B: under the jurisdiction of the (Papist) Municipal United States

Government corporation. YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEES PERIOD. YOU ARE

SUBJECT TO THEIR 80 MILLION STATUTES AND CODES. The remedy is to go to

www.theamericanstatesassembly.net and read and learn how to become an American. Yes, you have to

declare your birthright political status as an American to remove any presumptions you are otherwise.

GO GO GO.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Opalite
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I stand with Dr. Mercola.  I frequent his website for honest, legitimate, and fact-checked information.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Almond

This is not only an attack on our Zrst amendment rights, but an attack on science if questioning the

validity of a vaccine is suspect. It is not just Dr. Mercola who is targeted, but each and every one of us.

No doubt an effort has already been made to identify the main commenters. I have long had reason to

suspect this anyway. Perhaps, that makes it even more important than ever to continue to speak out. If

we are considered a threat, it indicates our words have become a powerful iniuence. It means we are

succeeding. Ultimately, there may come a time when the only possible reply is, "I will not comply."

Meanwhile, it is a race against time, with hope to hold the land. If you can hold the land, manage to pay

low taxes, have water, heat and food, you are the kind of person that it is diecult "to starve out." We are

at an advantage to help others if our own situation is secure. I have been in a position to feed many

households this year and provide them with Zrewood. This networking creates a community of

interdependent people who help and respect each other. Incidents like this--and there are an increasing

number, only lead people to distrust government. I keep noticing shortages--at east what is available

locally on store shelves without needing to mail order and pay exorbitant shipping charges. Today, it

was butcher paper waiting to be restocked.  

There are still no canning lids--I hope they will become available over the winter. If not, we will need to

preserve food much as our ancestors did.  The next thing to be aware of is heirloom seed. We are

already seeing higher prices on sugar, salt, grains/iour/oatmeal which are all shelf-stable pantry

staples. (market indicators) If you have perennials and forage, you are ahead. The things in short

supply indicate a return to self-reliance. Peaceful people are best left alone rather than risking to rouse

them as they will only attract and rouse others. Historical examples teach us that this leads to

revolution

Posted On 12/01/2020
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Islander

Almond, the last time I looked, a few weeks ago, Amazon had ample canning lids, both pints and

quarts, at fair prices.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Almond

islander... The problems with canning lids are these. The Ball and Kerr lids for sale are very much

overpriced making canning an unaffordable option for many foods.  Then, too, even more cost if

you also must pay shipping. Someone gave me some of these unbranded lids.  I found that they do

not work well.  I lost food, esp. not well-suited for pressure canning.    Some got bent and did not

seal well, others did not seal at all.   Due to metric conversion, some of these foreign-made lids are

a fraction off on measurements.  I do not trust them on my American-made canning jars.   They

also appear to be much lighter in weight--not sure if that would affect outcome. Perhaps (?) they

also require a slightly different tightening technique?

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

geroniml

Dr. Mercola, you are over the target.  This is information warfare. Truth has become a dangerous

possession. If you haven't done so already, please backup ALL of your articles and other published

materials to as many secure locations as possible.  If the socialists/communist manage to occupy the

WH, they will go after the intellectuals, doctors, lawyers, journalists, educators etc., those who pose a

threat to their narrative. My prayers are with you and your family, may the God of Abraham, Isaac and

Jacob deliver you and keep you safe.
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

dpa1410

Regarding the false positives from the PCR test, here is a very recent "letter".  Dr. Mike Yeadon is one of

the signers. Please share.  cormandrostenreview.com/retraction-request-letter-to-eurosurveillance-..

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

pie2634

It just proves that USA is not a democratic country USA IS AN ENGLISH SPEAKING FASCIST COUNTRY.

ln reality it is today with China, a tyranny. So people asking genuine scientiZc and human rights

questions are now labelled an enemy of the State. It is truly like in USSR and Germany in the 30s.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

dog1678

pie2634, You are absolutely right. But it is actually worse than China, USSR and Germany because

at least half the populace here cheers the Democrat Socialist party on, and defends and champions

their actions. In fact we now have a generation of young people so thoroughly brainwashed and

lusting for violence that they are calling for the elimination of conservative/alternative thinkers. I

mean actual murder. I'm sure you have heard of the Trump Accountability Initiative that is

gathering steam as we speak. And a number of politicians and media stars are calling for

punishment of Trump supporters. This truly is a demonic turn of events, and it will destroy the

greatest social experiment in the history of the world, otherwise known as America. Most of us

here realize the Democrat party is a criminal operation. We know that the mathematic/algorithmic

possibility that Biden won the election is zero. It looks like war is coming, and interestingly the

usually complacent Right wing politicians/theorists/media stars seem to be suggesting it is on the
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horizon.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

JPSerino

Dr. Mercola, you are over the target. You are doing God's work. Truth is the spirit of God, as is love.

When the medical community became an industry and co-joined with the pharmaceutical industry,

 they forgot the credo of "First Do No Harm". You are a beacon of that oath and people seeking

direction in matters of health trust you and support you. We all hang together or we will hang

separately, said Franklin. God Bless and protect you. Fight the goof Zght. God and His Son are

watching.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

jamNjim

I could not have said any better. I've always thought it, but never said it.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

sunbonanza

All freedom-loving people are being earmarked for extermination.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Kevin131
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Even the fools thinking they're not going to be killed because they're aiding and abetting this mass

vaccine genocide, will be killed too, once their usefulness as willing idiots comes to an end,

happened in nazi Germany, happened in Stalinist Russia, happened in Maoist China, it's a

Rothschild Znger print, undeniably the Illuminati way of doing it, convince the people to kill off their

goodness, and then, kill off the ones that complied, replacing them all with an ignorant and

complicit group of corrupt oecials to lord over a decimated and compliant mass of brainwashed

automatons that barely resemble humans...what's left of what a human once was, society losing all

meaning and purpose to live, ends up like the children in a Romanian orphanage, no will or purpose

to live, and humanity collapses. Psychopaths destroy societies, and have no ability to create

anything good or better than that which they destroy, they don't understand the needs of humanity,

because they have forsaken being human themselves, and have no other goal than to destroy that

which they do not have and will, never understand, God.

Posted On 12/02/2020

 

DHoover

Vaccine-nation: Poisoning the Population, One Shot at a Time, – March 1, 2011; - Andreas Moritz. ''In

Vaccine-nation, Moritz unravels the mother of all vaccine lies - that vaccines are safe and they prevent

disease. Furthermore, he reveals undeniable scientiZc proof that vaccines are actually implicated in

most common diseases today. This book reveals: • Statistical evidence that vaccines never actually

eradicated infectious diseases, including polio. • How childhood vaccines, iu shots and other kinds of

inoculations systemically destroy the body's immune system. •

The massive increase of allergies, Eczema, Arthritis, Asthma, Autism, Acid reiux, Cancer, Diabetes

(infant and childhood), Kidney disease, Miscarriages, many Neurological and Autoimmune diseases,

and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) is largely due to vaccines. • Why vaccinated children have

120% more Asthma, 317% more ADHD, 185% more Neurologic disorders, and 146% more Autism than

those not vaccinated. • The shocking fact that most outbreaks of infectious diseases occur largely

among those who are fully vaccinated. • Vaccines lack long-term safety testing and most vaccine

side-effects are never reported to protect vaccine-makers from liability suits. For many decades we

have all been led to believe that vaccines have eradicated the most dreaded infectious diseases,
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including polio, although to this day there is no scientiZc evidence to support this theory.

On the other hand, indisputable scientiZc data reveal that childhood vaccines, iu shots and other kinds

of inoculations are responsible for the dramatic decline of natural immunity among millions of

children, adults, and members of the older population. With each new shot received, the immune

system becomes weaker and permanently damaged, thereby laying the ground for potentially

debilitating illnesses to develop in the future.''

www.amazon.com/Vaccine-nation-Poisoning-Population-Shot-Time/dp/098459..

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Jackaroni

Vaccines, highly processed foods, prescription drugs and environmental toxins are destroying our

health and the "experts" in charge of our health just recommend more drugs and vaccines while

little is done to improve dietary recommendations or reduce exposure to toxins.  And our health

keeps deteriorating as the "experts" continue to try to Zx it with the very things that caused the

problems in the Zrst place.  Total insanity!

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

epa1375

DHoover, this is a great post. Since around circa 1980 and the onset of Dr. Anthony Fauci, the

diseases of the world have steadily increased at a rapid paste. His troll-like footprints can be found

all over the world tinkering in Bio-Labs' Gain of Function research just like his goonish partner in

crime Billy Goat Gates. Starting with HIV/AIDS and Hepatitis vaccines and research, they have

made the NIH the National Institute of Hell for people all over the world.

Posted On 12/01/2020
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cat6071

I Znd it strange that Amazon would allow the sales of this and other books?

Posted On 12/02/2020

 

Mack123

This is beyond shocking. Clearly they are trying to take out the leaders of the natural health movement.

To say this site delivers propaganda is a joke. Mercola.com is one of the most trusted health sources

out there, for good reason. Thank you, Dr. Mercola for everything you have done, and continue to do, to

support people's journeys towards health and freedom. We the people need to stand up and say

enough is enough to this tyranny.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

BigWetch

I've no doubt this has come as no surprise to you and all this  community. In fact, if you had not have

been, I would have been suspicious you may have been " got at". I have been writing pieces on the "

martyr syndrome" for many years now. It is a price we each pay for shouting out messages to the

majority who do not yet have the " ears to hear".

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

balhawk

We needn't shout, so much as whisper in people's ears.   Keep the respectful and impersonal point

of view, gently pointing out inconsistencies in the narratives, simply sticking to the facts and
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handing them out in easily digestible tidbits, so they can come to see the truth for themselves and

be the smart ones.   THAT is how to spread the truth to thoise who haven't already been hit upside

the head with it.  As for the fascists, let their own excessive actions prove our point, as Gandhi did

in India, and like the current silly attempts to "cancel the Thanksgiving holiday" in the US, which

have so spectacularly blown back in their faces.  With the truth, WE have the easy job, let us keep

that in mind.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

BigWetch

balhawk, I was using the term " shout out" in the modern idiom. Of course, most is very silent in

this medium. lol You refer to truth hitting ones head. The most " live"  publicized tragic event in

history, of course, was 9 11. Did you question the fact how the towers (all three), actually

disintegrated, leaving a low mound of rubble when the dust died down? Approx 1/2 a km high each

(picture that), the two constructed with 200 000 tons of very heavy duty structural steel?. enough

to Zll 7 of the worlds largest super tankers. This is the level of " truth" I'm referring to. Its not about

honesty, but all about the level of cognitive dissonance.  Whisper that in people ears, and even

decent honest people qill think you are a " conspiracy theorist"  This outcome was a fact, and even

people I get on well with here, think that's a sign of naivete....ehh Stan lol....

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

JGB123

I have also realized that I can spread these truths and not take personally the negativity.  I know I

have planted a seed thought, regardless of any initial gut reaction.

Posted On 12/01/2020
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balhawk

I question everything, but only pass along what I think people can handle, often in the form of

questions.   For example: "Why is the the HPV vaccine still in use when cervical cancer rates have

increased in the Zrst generation of people who have gotten the shot?  Anything else so ineffective

would be pulled immediately (including reference from scientiZc journal).  Maybe HPV has nothing

to do with cervical cancer after all."     Then just let that sit.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

gramnana

I've been following Dr. Mercola for 25 years and, because of all the good, free information he provides,

and the clean, pure supplements he gives us access to, I am enjoying a very vital and healthy old age

while most folks I know within my age group (Baby Boomers) are either dead already or suffering from

chronic illnesses.  Many left alive have lost, or are in the process of losing, all the savings and equities

acquired during their working lives to pay for their loss of good health and the care they now require

from others.  Many are leaving this world so slowly that nothing they have acquired in their lifetimes

will ever be passed down to future generations due to the high cost of the care they require due to ill

health.

Alternative physicians have been smeared in this country for as long as I have been studying them, yet

they consistently provide good advice and absolutely outstanding medicines and supplements, none of

which are publicly funded.  They are warriors, champions of human health, and they carry on without

support because they believe what they do is right.  I believe this too and have long held hope that

these soldiers of health care would be recognized and integrated into our medical system, honored by

insurance carriers, and brought into the light to be partnered with Western medicine to give optimal

health care to all.  I think that many physicians of Western medicine in this country feel the same way

and resent the power that Big Pharma holds over them, from their educational curriculum to their

choices of medications and treatments.  We seem to have left our health care in the hands of large

corporate interests instead of in the hands of our highly trained and committed health care providers,

Western and Naturopathic.
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

altierokgmail.com

There are NON-CENSORED sites. Brandnewtube   Ise media  I have heard parler is good   bitchute  

rumble- I am sure more. Perhaps they can't do anything to these sites. Ise Media is really independant

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Littleone16

Have you ever asked for a ingredient list for a iu shot? I do this for fun just to throw off the ones  who

are freely giving shots to passerbys that come to the  store to do some shopping... They go a little

nutty looking for some paper to hand out.  But never an ingredient list.  This just cracks me up... you

buy a box of crackers and you get the ingredients list printed on the package.  But a iu shot that is

complete poison to be injected  into the body and you can't easily obtain the ingredients listed so that

you can make an intelligent decision to whether or not you really want one. Go Zgure right...

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

jamNjim

I don't get vaccinated, but when the day comes that I'm forced to get vaccinated I will. I already was

going to have the provide proof of origin of the vaccine. I'll just add that to the list. Read my post

just under yours. Just telling them you don't have insurance throws them for a loop. It's hilarious!

Posted On 12/01/2020
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pie2634

I will soon be joining you in the Bill Gates Naazis Concentration Camp. I will wear with honor my Yellow

Star against Adolf HITLER GATES. The fascinating part in all the Covid 19 is that the most fascists in

USSA are the liberals and the DNC gang. I am no fan of Trump but Biden and his bunch are truly sold

out to fascism.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Randyfast

If the masses could only see what evil and dangerous times we are "living" in. Sadly; they can not. The

media talks about OWS, as it applies to the rollout of the vaccines. Well; there's another area where

Warp Speed applies and that is the evil and criminality that's attacking us on all fronts, in order to take

us all into the Trans-humanistic future where we will all be nothing but slaves to the system - much

more than we are now! These evil minions are no longer pulling any punches. Anyone who even

questions the "oecial narrative" is demonized and labelled a "Conspiracy Theorist". You can bet your

life that google's quantum computer (probably IBM's, also) is being used by Big Tech and the defence

agencies; all working against us, in order to remove all opposition to their "plans".

Two mainstream articles from this morning that you should look at. In the Zrst one, I see two things.

The Zrst is "mask shaming"; telling people that if they choose to think for themselves and take control

of their own health; then they must stay at home and keep away from all the people who "choose" to

muzzle themselves. This also ties in directly with the accelerated push for digital currency (cashless

society). "The provincial health oecer has asked anti-maskers to start shopping online to avoid an

increase in confrontations in B.C. retail outlets."

"If you are somebody who does not believe in masks, don’t go to those stores and don’t put other

people at risk,” said Henry, as she reported a record 46 COVID-19 deaths between noon Friday and

noon Monday." theprovince.com/news/local-news/covid-19-b-c-posts-record-46-deaths-ov..   The next

link makes it clear that this is all about Big Pharma...pure propaganda!

theprovince.com/business/local-business/covid-19-b-c-s-life-sciences-s..   cont'd
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Randyfast

I followed the link to Acuitas and discovered that they are heavily invested in nanotechnology. That

means Nanobots! "Acuitas is the premier LNP (lipid nanoparticle) technology provider enabling our

partners to advance new therapeutics to address unmet clinical needs. We have developed a broad

IP portfolio focussed on the use of LNP technology for nucleic acid therapeutics. This portfolio

primarily encompasses novel compositions of matter but also includes novel uses of nucleic acids

therapeutics." What you really need to pay attention to, are the "partners" (Sponsors). This is a

who's who of Big Pharma evil! lifesciencesbc.ca/.../our-sponsors

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Darzoum

Randy, the mere existence of Bonnie Henry only tells me that Canada has its fair share of globalist

monsters; I'm sure it would've been better if they had just stopped with Trudeau, but nooooooo.....

Gord Perks is another one:

www.minds.com/darzoum/blog/body-autonomy-and-the-perks-of-tyranny-1146..

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Randyfast

David; you're exactly right. Thanks for the link.

Posted On 12/01/2020
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farmercist

Now you know what they are doing instead of protecting the country from election fraud.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

jjack7977

When I Zrst started reading Dr Mercola's articles, he spoke very favorably of most governments, the US

as well. I was at the point of unsubscribing because he did not seem aware of the REAL AGENDA that

has been going on for years. Like so many people around the world, telling themselves, 'ahhh, that's a

'conspiracy theory', that's not really going on......Well, 'conspiracy theory' is a term created by the CIA

after Kennedy was murdered, remember, the CIA said in a public statement years ago, "we know we

have succeeded when everyone believes our lies"...Point being, Thank you Dr. Mercola, for 'waking up'

to the fact, the governments of the world are working hard to enslave us all, moreover, reduce the world

population to 500 million!!....Ted Turner's 'Georgia Guidestones', also funded by Gates and probably

Klaus Schwab, Soros, Clinton's etc....

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

ZHA.ZHA

Well said, to me a conspiracy is any thought pattern that is not looked upon as the oecial

narrative. So anything they don't want us to know will be looked upon as conspiracy.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

jamNjim

Yep! I was one of the Zrst people on this forum pointing out the conspiracies......my Znishing line
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on most of my post is: "they only make money if you are sick....just walk away from the medical

system".

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

JGB123

This article is bone chilling and I wonder what will happen to this wonderful community called

Mercola.com if they manage to take it down.  I'm hoping and praying for a plan B and wonder if there is

anything we can do in that vain.  I don't know what I would do without this good doctor and all of you

awesome people.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Terracer

First of all, THANK YOU... Thank you for providing the truth to so many people.  As a fellow "threat" I

wear the moniker with pride because I know that in these days of tyrannical luciferian psychopathic

control, telling the truth is indeed a dangerous thing to do.   Keep on going... you have to ....

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

cam7371

Governments seem to be using 1984 as their reference guide!

Posted On 12/01/2020
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Chris65

operation seaspray operation paperclip MK Ultra Gulf of Tonkin 9 11 etc “Once the herd accepts

mandatory forcible vaccination, it’s game over! They will accept anything – forcible blood or organ

donation — for the ‘greater good.’ We can genetically modify children and sterilize them – for the

‘greater good.’ Control sheep minds and you control the herd. Vaccine makers stand to make billions,

and many of you in this room today are investors. It’s a big win-win! We thin out the herd and the herd

pays us for providing extermination services. Now, what’s for lunch, huh?” Henry Kissinger.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Retsbew

Hi Chris, I absolutely agree with you 100% and why I spend time everyday on the UK Daily Mail.  A

lot of the comments are obviously bots and I label them that with a nicely sarcastic remark.  I

suspect this rubbish is being forwarded in the UK because you've got a dense population that has

co-existed peacefully for generations.  The majority of British people are very polite.  You're

brought up to be polite and obedient.  But the Brits have been trodden on and disillusioned with

this Tory government.  Bojo shows no real sign of Brexit coming to fruition, plus the violence over

there is shocking now, along with unwelcome visitors punting across the channel consistently, the

population is starting to see through the scam.  Their taxes are paying for a service in the channel

to rescue illegal immigrants.  My cousin in Kent says she wonders every day if she's going to wake

up to a group of migrants on her front lawn.  Actually for the Zrst time in my life I wouldn't go there

if you gave me a free ticket and accommodation.  But I do have faith that they won't take it lying

down.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

sue2613

I would prefer we don't have lockdowns, but I must say I enjoyed them in the beginning - no traec,
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fewer nutty people, empty stores, less pollution.  My outside deck needed less cleaning, even the

weather seemed to calm down and the blue skies were incredible.  I would like to see this happening

for a different reason.

Posted On 12/02/2020

 

danhow94535

So now we are extremist for not wanting poison in our bodies by these rotten vaccines. We will all

stand up to this tyranny together and not let them win.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

grilly111

We seem to be entering right now at 'warp-speed' a type of mass media and luciferian fabian socialist

driven reborn 'Global Third Reich' centered around 'global healthcare and a prescribed medical vaccine'

to counter a mass psychological program 'killer virus' unleashed upon the Earth with deliberate intent.

The vaccine is a graphene hydrogel based mind control measure via 5G millimeter wave radiation

activation. Without a person accepting this 'vaccine' into their body, participating in the new global

economic system aka the 'great global reset' will be problematic to the point of death eventually.

 Apparently the planners of this system have built 900 concentration (aka FEMA) camps in the USA

with a total of 256,000 Chinese 'smart guillotines' equipped with Mexican-made blades.   The plan is to

reduce the global human population from 7.8 billion to a mere 500 million.   The UN 2030 Agenda is to

'reduce the footprint' of carbon-based life and activity on Earth to this new level by this time.  It is a

planned terror of the most ultimate evil that we must resist with all our collective strength before it is

too late . .

Posted On 12/01/2020
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bethhoxie

I have read your newsletter since July 2000. I am deeply indebted to you for posting the health and

politics information for me to be aware and to have control of my health and myself.  You are not the

conspiracy, they are! They are conspiring against us to take away all of our freedoms and the

constitutional rights this country was based on.  As this evil is exposed there are and will be more new

platforms to share the truths we need to know. Google, Wikipedia, facebook, instagram are not the only

platforms.  These last two times I told Wikipedia exactly why I would no longer donate to

them...because of their falsehoods about Mercola.com and other holistic providers. I AM an antivaxxer

and will do everything in my power to stop anyone from forcing such an evil thing into me. This is my

body, my right and my life.  I believe we are a force to be reckoned with and they are giving all they have

of which doesn't include truth, gratitude and love. They will not win at overtaking us. They are full of

lies.  Thank you for being you...

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

rnd5814

So appreciate all the years Dr. Mercola has been a voice for truth - often in a wilderness.  As I read the

article today about the targeting taking place, I was thankful for another voice saying the same thing.

 We recently began listening to another voice in the wilderness who is saying the same exact things

 about The Great Reset, (JDFarag.org).  The conZrmation has been frightening, but also comforting.

 Truth is being spoken and we will stand together in speaking the truth and praying and seeking God to

intervene and grant us wisdom and strength for what lies ahead.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Docathelake

Exactly panotx !!! www.worldlifeexpectancy.com/usa-cause-of-death-by-age-and-gender                          

         Last I checked the USA was standing at about 500,000 less deaths overall by all causes, based on
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the average of 2.8 million deaths the USA has had for each of the last three years the USA with only

one month to go we should be at 2.564 million and we're only at 2.060 million... If someone else wants

to do the math I wouldn't mind a little conZrmation...

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Kevin131

The more people are denied "health care" by Nazi chemist paradigm the better off they are, it's a

damning indictment and telling truth as to the actual outcomes of allopathic poisoning via Nazi

chemistry 'solutions'. We have a solution for them, it's long, made of sturdy hemp, and will help

reduce their carbon foot prints from the earth permanently, and they have committed more than

enough (treason against the people) to be hanged.

Posted On 12/02/2020

 

gfrancislive.co.uk

Shocked at you been called an extremist . Same laws are used in Russia to ban organizations that do

not go along with the state . One example jehovahs witnesses ( who preach peace and tolerance and

will not bear arms or take part in violence)  some are now in prison . I was afraid these kind  of laws

would spread to the west

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

OrganicHawaii.org

they can't handle the TRUTH!! We need more people like Dr. Mercola - honest, fearless, caring, and

knowledgable. Thank you Dr. Mercola and God bless you!
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

altierokgmail.com

Does that mean they are also going after us who have made comments on You Tube? They have

deleted comments so does that mean you are I.D'd and they know our comments and  will us them

against us? Everyone- this shows they will do everything and use any means to get you vaccinated. It is

our own govt, military and media the international bankers, John Hopkins. against us. They intend to

win at any cost. Do you trust them to vaccinate you? {There may be nanotecnology biosensors in the

vax and tests}  They will likely go to a complete blackout. Can Dr Mercola do anything so we don't lose

him? It is so clear they intend to vaccinate and enslave us. Bible prophecy being fulZlled in this evil

world. I will not be vaccinated.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

trurodentist

It's very disturbing to witness vested interests with deep pockets manipulating society to protect or

increase their own fortunes at the expense of their citizens welfare. George Orwell apparently based

his  most famous novel on observations he made when he was an employee of the BBC. I really

enjoyed reading this thread and the links to counter narratives to the media propaganda we're all being

subjected to! Unfortunately, whenever I try to have a good conversation about any of this, I get blank

stares. Many peoples' brains have been so conditioned to believe what they read or see on TV, the

conditioning is hard to break through. Apparently I'm an 'anti- vaxxer' and also a 'climate change denier'

just for wanting to discuss the evidence. I hope Dr Mercola Znds the energy to continue with his

mission to provide enlightenment.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

altierokgmail.com
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Finds the energy? Did you not read they intend to take on legitmate sites just with info on

vaccines? They want blackout and CIA Etc accusing  sites as criminal? Will they arrest people like

Dr  Mercola. People can't grasp evil so they can't see this for what it is. You will be vaxxed or killed.

The rest enslaved.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

masada

I have loved and appreciated Dr. Mercola for many years now.   He has not hesitated to reveal the

TRUTH, and I have shared his articles far and wide...to family, friends and anyone looking for answers.

 Thank you, Dear Dr. Mercola....and thank you to your always wonderful and helpful staff.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

ChocChip16

The world and media is full of lies. They cannot accept that Dr. Mercola is bringing us truth that

messes up with their incompetent, hurtful, unconstitutional agenda. They don't care about us only

about them and dollars in their pocket. The heck with anything else. Thank you, Dr. Mercola.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Bluesss

A long time ago when I was on FB for  a while I noticed your posts weren't coming through as usual..

 Possibly you have been censored somewhat going further back than the recent vaccine posts.  So

many people have followed your site for so long, and they know your health posts are well intended.

 Censoring RFK would bring more attention to the information he shares, knowing people won't
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consider him as someone to distrust. Those who have seen a vaccine reaction appreciate shared

knowledge about the subject, so denial of Zndings would only add to concerns and lack of trust..

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

epa1375

To All Big Pharma Media Readers (News Anchors) I challenge you all to explain something about the

vaccines that you are "gleefully" pushing for the public to "gleefully" get injected into their veins. Nora

O'Donnell CBS, David Muir ABC, Lester Holt NBC, CNN, Fox, MSNBC, PBS and etc. You could do a 3-5

min. segment about this:  "So why are Moderna and PZzer using mRNA (messenger RNA) in a vaccine?

They want to reprogram human DNA as an experiment and see what happens to our progeny. Critics in

the UK say a side effect is sterilization which is good for the Powers That Ought Not To Be because

they want to rid the earth of 6 billion plus commoners.These new vaccines are in an entirely new class

all by themselves. They are known as “messenger RNA” (mRNA) vaccines, and they work by hijacking

the protein-making machinery in your

cells…science.news/2020-05-25-mrna-vaccines-how-they-work-coronavirus.html  

– Because mRNA fragments code instructions for protein synthesis in the body, mRNA vaccines could

be used to inject the body with “Trojan Horse” payloads of other proteins that are intended to carry out

a long list of nefarious ill effects in human hosts, including infertility."

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

epa1375

Or News Anchors you could pass this info along to your audiences: "Dear patients, after an

unprecedented mRNA vaccine, you will no longer be able to treat the vaccine symptoms in a

complementary way. They will have to live with the consequences, because they can no longer be

cured simply by removing toxins from the human body, just as a person with a genetic defect like

Down syndrome, Klinefelter syndrome, Turner syndrome, genetic cardiac arrest, hemophilia, cystic

https://articles.mercola.com/members/epa1375/default.aspx
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Zbrosis, Rett syndrome, etc.), because the genetic defect is forever!"

"This means clearly: if a vaccination symptom develops after an mRNA vaccination, neither I nor

any other therapist can help you, because the damage caused by the vaccination will be genetically

irreversible. In my opinion, these new vaccines represent a crime against humanity that has never

been committed in such a big way in history. As Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, an experienced doctor, said:

In fact, this “promising vaccine” for the vast majority of people should be FORBIDDEN, because it is

genetic manipulation! ” The vaccine, developed and endorsed by Anthony Fauci and funded by Bill

Gates, uses experimental mRNA technology. Three of the 15 human guinea pigs (20%) experienced

a “serious adverse event”. RFK Jr. New COVID Vaccine Should Be Avoided At All Cost’

tapnewswire.com/2020/11/robert-f-kennedy-jr-new-covid-vaccine-should-b..

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

rrealrose

Or news anchors could be among the Zrst to be vaccinated? Think about that possibility for a

while...

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

epa1375

rose....I have thought about it, but I sincerely believe that they will be different types of vaccines for

different people. Some for their helpers (saline, or maybe the antidote), and other ones for the

"useless eaters." And if they didn't know about some of the dangers, if they read this, now they will

know too...right?

Posted On 12/01/2020
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rrealrose

epa1375 - Dunno its a giant scale market, though what you are suggesting is fairly dark, yikes!

You've been reading pie's comments? ;-0 Looks like EU countries placed standing orders with local

EU Pharma houses, whereas US has followed US-based companies (including AZ working with

Oxford group in their development). To insure rapid delivery, govt. leaders estimated what they

need to immediately cover their armies, police and essential workers; they chose local suppliers

over those competed for by other countries. Its entirely possible that in advance, some body(ies)

carved up the world market, deciding which Pharma house is supplying which countries...playing

monopoly, with funny taxpayer currencies.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

epa1375

rrealrose..states "Dunno its a giant scale market, though what you are suggesting is fairly dark,

yikes!" Rose these are excerpts from sourced articles, I did not write them. Read the sources..one

is from RFK Jr's site, and other sources are from Mike Adams, Nature.Com and Science News. Yes

I read some of Pies comments and some of yours as well!

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Bernie27

Once your eyes is opened to the governments health mandated bullshit like water iuoridation, it is

easy to spot the tyrants in your mits!

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Jim_Bo
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Thank you (yet again!) Dr. Mercola and all associates for being the Free Press that our Constitutional

Rights mandate as opposed to the "Special Interests" bought mainstream media.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

specks

Greetings, In response to a couple of points you bring out.  As some other "carer's" have made. We are

in the problems we are, basically because citizen's have lost their freedom of speech.  It can be gained

back on the local level. In getting it back, the citizen's need to elect "sheriffs" that are willing to work to

get them their "free speech" back. IOW's we elect them to fulZll our wishes on a speciZc subject.  Like:

 We want you to begin to put an end to illegal drug manufacturers and distributors in within our county

boundaries.  Add enough "county sheriffs", with the same message, and soon we have a "state" that

hears the citizens.  Or, we quickly "vote them out". But, the wishes we have, need to be what is best for

all or the great majority of citizens.  Not selZsh wishes. Ray

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

bert1955

It never fails to puzzle me that ZERO ATTENTION is (seemingly) paid to the fact that the very Zrst

recipients of these “miracle vaccines” are intended to be FIRST RESPONDERS along with FRONT-LINE

HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS.  Hmmm.  Vaccines created using “new technology” never before used on

human beings.  Hmmm.   Developed within mere months, and absent (previously requisite) rigorous

“clinical trials” that conclusively prove scientiZcally both broad and high eecacy along with (especially

long-term) safety.  Hmmm.  WHAT COULD POSSIBLY GO WRONG? . . .

Well, start with pondering the consequences of EVERY First Responder and Front-Line Health Care

Provider being the “human guinea pigs” of these vaccines.  What might likely happen in the event that

“reactions” and “outcomes” don't quite manage to meet the “expectations” generated by the

producers?  I'd hazard to say that the entire health care “system” would totally collapse all across the

https://articles.mercola.com/members/specks/default.aspx
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country  –  as would “law enforcement” and “Zre protection” and every manner of “emergency medical

services” along with “elder care” (facilities and services.)  And, consequently, any semblance of “public

trust” in established government institutions (particularly Federal, and also those associated or

aeliated with the United Nations.)  

I am in complete agreement with the idea that the FIRST RECIPIENTS of these “miracle vaccines” be

the living bodies of the corporate, political, scientiZc, economic, Znancial and MainStreamMedia

CHEERLEADERS of this doublegoodrightthinking hopium vaccine-mania, instead. One last wonderment

that piques my curiosity: The Russian Federation oecially announced its  development of a CoVid-19

vaccine back on/around 8 August 2020, but I have yet to read/hear ONE WORD about its

eecacy/safety anywhere in the score+ “alternative news/information” sources I peruse on a weekly

basis.  Hmmm … [Oh.  I'm doing my own "home version" of immune system reinforcement via Vits A &

D plus Zinc daily.]

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

strangerintheland

Thank you Dr. mercola for your years of service trying to wake us all up to what is happening and how

we can continue to Zght these dictatorial plans for our future.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

epi-cure

In the short run it's damn near impossible to sort out who's who without having the beneZt of time to

gradually sort out the accumulating evidence.  Humans tend to be unsophisticated about analyzing

their own decisions, preferring polarities of thought: either/or, black or white, entirely for or against. In

the political realm there is perhaps no better example of love him or hate him than Donald Trump. For

all his numerous iaws he has a redeeming quality. He and his cohorts are currently attempting to

present evidence in the courts suecient to delegitimize the recent election due to alleged massive
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fraud in the electoral process. Many of his supporters are convinced that nothing less than the fate of

our constitutional republic under siege from the NWO Globalists is at stake. It's noteworthy that all the

agencies and corporations (DOJ, FBI, Google, Twitter, Facebook) listed in today's essay are

antagonistic to the Trump administration.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

radarphos

What is the likelihood that they who take down websites, will also send a PC-killing virus to subscriber

readers who may copy articles to Zles, folders, etc. on their PC's?  A computer virus is far more

eecient than raiding individual homes.  I guess it is time for me to do what I rarely do. Print some hard

copies and save to multiple iash drives (and EMP proof them to the greatest extent) (and hide them

for future reading).  Thanks for the heads-up that:  the times--they are a changing!

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

bobbi10

We are the truth seekers and critical thinkers.  We love you for putting yourself in the line of Zre.  A true

hero for doing so.  Fear is easy, courage is tough.  Anyone who disagrees with asking questions is the

true threat.  They are wasting their time trying to turn people from this site.  LOVE YOU DR M.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

VitaminD10

I want to thank Dr. Mercola for his mission of helping people take control of their health.  Only those

with a genocidal agenda would say otherwise.  Projection is constant from evil people, so when they

https://articles.mercola.com/members/radarphos/default.aspx
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say "hate" that's exactly what they have in their minds.  The founding fathers of the USA said never let

private bankers (Fed) take over your country otherwise you will wake up homeless and destitute.  Well

we are almost there.  Evil has almost conquered.  That being said the evil doers have a chance to

repent to the almighty and reverse their ways.  Otherwise they will be spending a long time in a hot,

dark, place, just like deceased evil doers are now.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

dpm39560

I sure hope Dr. Mercola is stockpiling his cash funds to pay for a lawyer to bring legal action against

any agency that attempts to seize his website. One would hope there is still such thing as "Due

Process" in this country. As far as I have heard, we have not yet repealed the 4th Amendment.  WHERE

ARE ALL THE FREEDOM-LOVING CITIZENS WHO STILL BELIEVE IN OUR CONSTITUTION?

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

rick_smith

The article should be "Why WOULDN'T You be" as we know in a time of lies truth tellers are very

unpopular. Additionally, they are not really weaponizing the truth, as that statement is more a dishonor

to truth. Better stated they are just selling a really good lie. Keep being a truth teller, keep shining the

light, as your integrity and forthrightness in this time more than ever has been very for this thirsty man,

extremely refreshing. My prayers and solidarity in the Zght for truth is with you.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

micuda

you don't known something works until you tested. I have lived in Canada all my life and have protested
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since teenagehood and every time I joined a demonstration, repression ensued but if I were to believe

this is the country of freedom and free speech, all would be well

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Almond

So, there is a witch hunt for people who would debate science?  What about the contradiction when we

see terrorists being set free and catered to? BREAKING News Out Of Oregon- THE FEDS JUST

RELEASED AN ISIS TERRORIST...WTF??? (americasfreedomZghters.com) You will have to cut & paste

since i could not get this link to copy.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

jamNjim

I hear ya Almond! They just arrested a man in San Jose, CA for stabbing 5 people and killing 2 in a

church! He has been arrested, deported, and set free multiple times, over the years, in the

sanctuary city of San Jose, CA. Will he FINALLY be put in PRISON or served the death sentence?

dennismichaellynch.com/report-church-stabbing-suspect-had-been-deporte..

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

BillBradyKdy76

UK have decided that we really didn’t need the vaccine to be stored at minus 80 degrees celcius, quell

surprise!

Posted On 12/01/2020
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Rovatec

BillBradykdy76, i read somewhere the reason minus 80C is needed is because it is a infectious

agent being kept alive to be injected into you.  Do not get it.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Sqiggled

Is this the kind of world we want to live in? Where we can't decide what is injected directly into our

bodies with the facts presented about what is in vaccines, how they are produced, and the side effects

which are even documented on the inserts? Calling the Mercola website 'misinformation' is their way of

saying 'information'. they always turn everything on its head. INFORMATION available from

Merocola.com can save people's lives, improve people's health and help them avoid illness. That is

NOT misinformation. The public needs an emergency awakening before vaccines are rolled out as

mandatory. This is not the way the world is supposed to be.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Hopeful_One

Don't let them get to you Dr. Mercola. I will stand with you. Not sure how much that helps. But I can

pray for you. Truth is the enemy of the deep state communists.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

happinana
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So depressing! Keep up the good work! We can only do what we can do and keep at it! X

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

glentan

And yet China can post a tweet showing an Australian soldier about to cut the throat of an Afghani

child.  So much for anti-hate censorship!

Posted On 11/30/2020

 

BigWetch

Horrible, but that kind of publicity was around before modern media was developed. As ww1 was

unfolding,  there were artists impressions of the Kaisers men with children on their bayonets. Its a "

people" thing, nothing to do with nationality. Im an Aussie also, and have watched the endless

stream of  reports of Chinas inhumanities. Ever question the validity.?..not having a go, but this is

how the one half if the herd is spooked by the other half.  You just have to believe...a great

motivator of the herd, and there is a lot of that going on at the moment.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

NEO_HIO

RE: "I984":  Who would have thought Orwell's great work would ultimately turn out to be another case of

CLASSIC BRITISH UNDERSTATEMMENT? RE: The comment stating that The Vaccinated should not get

"all up in arms" (no pun) to the Anti-Vs, as having gone under the needle, they should, therefore, be all

nicely Safe and Immune anyway.  Darned LOGIC gets in the way yet again. :-)
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Posted On 12/02/2020

 

snugbun

The government is taking our freedom away in minute increments under the guise of protecting us. But

Zrst, we need to be fearful and desperate enough to grasp for the Zrst lifesaving device within our

reach.  Thus, the Covid Virus and now the vaccine to save us all.  We are being herded like sheep.  Let

us not overlook the overriding intention, which is purely political and has been very effective in

undermining the current administration and deepening the division in our country.  The detriment to our

mental and physical health has been extensive, and far more people have been negatively impacted by

the supposed attempts to control the virus than the virus itself.

Posted On 12/02/2020

 

backbydemand

I got kicked out of grad school for questioning the science! I’ve been at NUNM for 2 years doing

undergrad, now I question evidence based medicine and I’m labeled a danger in campus!

Posted On 12/02/2020

 

Kevin131

Looks like big pharma just painted a giant target on their heads, plants, operations infrastructure and

drug stores. All of which are "iammable".

Posted On 12/02/2020

 

Kevin131
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This is what happens when nazi chemists take over your government. Period.

Posted On 12/02/2020

 

Merryismerry

Keep talking Dr Mercola we are all still listening and think you are great.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

bryanlackey

Keep up the good work.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

aprettelthotmail.com

Have you considered posting on MeWe or Parler?

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

ChrisK

And here I thought Dr. Mercola was a Dr., but apparently he's just an "anti-vaxx entrepreneur", according

to the propaganda piece by the CCDH.  What a piece of garbage that "analysis" is and it's interesting

how far some will go to silence any opposition to another point of view, but I guess that's where we are
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now with pretty much everything.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Myrta

I can only say God help us... If President Trump does not get in we are lost. As long  as Trump is

president there will not be forced vaccines.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

jamNjim

Try this the next time you get tested for Covid-19 or they offer you a vaccine. I've done this 4 times

since 2018 and they (medical staff) are at a loss as to what they need to do to process you. When they

ask for your health insurance tell them you don't have any. Just this year I've done it twice! The Zrst

time was at Kroger Little Clinic for a $60 biometric screening. The nurse/receptionist had no options

on her touch screen to process a cash payment with no doctor's referral and no insurance. After

several phone calls to higher-ups they Znally just decided to take my money and do my biometric

screening WITHOUT processing the paperwork!! I tried this trick on my last Covid-19 test with similar

results. Rather than mail my mucus samples to a CDC lab they just did the 5min Abbott test and

handed me my NEGATIVE test results without any further questioning!! So, like I always say, just walk

away from the medical system.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

roark183

I totally believe in and support Dr Mercola in his opposition to vaccines.  I understand and agree with

the idea to disconnect from Facebook and Google, as diecult as it is. That being said, if one should
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disconnect from Facebook and Google, why does Dr Mercola post links to Facebook and Google

YouTube on this very page?  For videos, I am trying to switch from YouTube to BitChute.  Dr Mercola

has a BitChute channel, but it's promoted right along side Facebook and YouTube at the bottom of this

page. Dr Mercola is the greatest source for health news on the Internet.  I'm just trying to understand

why Dr Mercola asks people to disconnect from Faceook & Google on one hand and promotes them on

the other hand.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

sohn153

I'll PRAY for you & I don't mean one fast prayer & forgot you but will put you on my list in my Prayer

closet & Pray for you daily, Amen. Merry Christmas, Concerned Greg 01 Dec. 2020

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

dog1678

On this site there seems to be a division between those who call for active, demonstrable Resistance to

what's going on, and those who believe that simply changing one's own habits and actions will

facilitate that Resistance. I wish I believed in the latter, but I inevitably fall to the former. Those of us

who are warriors by birth feel driven to take organized action of some sort. What that action looks like

right now seems to be protests and demonstrations, as are apparently happening in 15 countries as we

speak. But on the spiritual plane, I am very disturbed by the present and growing feeling that we are

about to answer for our crimes. (Yes, crimes). Didn't God put us in charge of the animals of this earth? I

feel strongly that this is the paramount "crime" for which we will suffer, and rightly so.

When I think of the suffering we as a species have caused to animals, I can barely hold onto my

composure. In fact I am in such an odd, hyper state of awareness that to think of this immediately

brings me to tears. I look at my tiny dog and revere him as a Higher Life Form. Surely he, and his

species, are. We have never learned the lessons that they were born with- patience, tolerance, abiding
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love, loyalty, forgiveness. We just never learn. So are we about to pay for this? If we have allowed our

species to simply recycle the horrors of mankind, century after century, then maybe its time for us to

fade away, and leave the planet to those who live kindly with it.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Jackaroni

Reminds me of the saying, "I wish to be half the person my dog believes me to be".

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

blarse1

God made man in his image, not dogs. He expects us to take good care of our animals, but they’re

not above mankind

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

jamNjim

Hmm, I never owned a domestic animal like a dog or cat for my own personal satisfaction. It just

seems selZsh to keep any animal captive. I have saved animals that were suffering, but I never

kept them long term. One time when I was in the military I witnessed a snake being ran over by a

car. He was severely injured. I put him in my ice chest (no Ice) and went to Walgreens to gather

some supplies. The snake's back/spine wasn't broken so I decided to attempt to save him. With

iodine, needle, and thread I sewed the snake back together (stomach/guts were ripped open and

exposed).

I force fed him minnows and crickets by shoving a small funnel down his neck/throat and pushing
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them down his throat 2 or 3 at a time every 2 or 3 days. This snake was staying in an ARMY ammo

crate in my barracks room closet. Had I been caught I would have been in BIG TROUBLE!!  Within 3

months the snake's wounds had healed and he was at least at 90% compacity/mobility. He could

eat, drink, pass his/her bowels, and crawl. So I turned him loose back into the wild. While he was in

my possession we were given time off (4 day weekends). I would have to take him home to show

my family and friends. They all had dogs and cats and they were amazed that I stopped to save an

injured snake's life and SUCCEEDED!

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

dfarrich

...chief executive of the Centre for Countering Digital Hate, Imran Ahmed.  And he's pointing Zngers at

us? That's ridiculous.  What kind of connections to terrorist groups does he have?

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

r.w6777

Dr Mercola, my husband and I appreciate all the information that you provide!! We share it with all our

children and their spouses. I hope and pray we will always be able to access your information because

we believe this evil that is trying to enslave the world is real. Thank so much for taking the risk to speak

out against them!!!

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

mouseclub

I admire your strength and courage to continue to provide us with well studied and useful information ,

that allows myself to make fact based decisions throughout my life ! Thanks for being here for our own
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well being ! ✌ #

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

sslaine

It is a badge of honor that means you are truly doing serious good in this world. Wear it with pride.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Worida157

As a long time MERCOLA subscriber/advocate,  I hope Dr. Mercola joins PARLER which is a great social

media platform alternative to TWITTER & FACEBOOK. Dr. Mercola's voice should NEVER be censored.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Qrefamily2000

I am a big fan of Mercola.com.   It is the greatest deposit if health information in the world.   The fact

that the site is now targeted for censorship,  conZrms some of the 'grand conspiracies' that have come

to light with COVID.   And candidly; Yes I am an anti-vaxer, *** pharma.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

katguy

Living through this farce of a pandemic has been eye opening and feels like a night mare we cannot
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wake up from. Learning about exosomes and germ theory vs terrain theory is just mind blowing. There

are very few physicians willing to speak about the fact that we have pretty much everything backwards.

Modern medicine kills more than it will ever save. That is a fact backed up by studies. We have created

the sickest generation to have ever been born with no end in sight. We are now Znding ways to kill old

people faster. All for a germ theory that has not been proved with proper science known as Koch's

postulates. From the start of this outdated theory it was all about making money. It still is.Human

health is in great decline. If we don't  turn this around we may only have a decade or two left. That is

fact. Climate change has nothing on the Government agencies that turn a blind eye to the corruption

and iat out murders of big industry. At least when the tobacco industry was exposed they were forced

to admit what they did and put a warning on the product. Round up is still sold everywhere with no

warnings that I have seen. We are living in a post Constitution era in America. Very dangerous times.

Save the soil. Come Jesus.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Ballyshannon

Thank you once again for your courage in the face of tyranny.  I don't know how you can keep up the

defense of free speech in this contorted reality of 2020, but I'm grateful that you can.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

chieromancer

First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they Zght you, then you win.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

bre31917
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Day by day our freedoms are being decimated.  The media is all iuff and no substance, all bias and no

truth.  We are at war NOW.  What is baáing is the depth of stupidity in blindly accepting current

"journalism" as fact, yet the majority does.  Mercola is REAL, TRUTHFUL info and clearly gov idiots see

it as a threat because truth is a threat.  I truly hope the masses will awaken from their comas and

realize the "takeover" that is occurring to derail all freedoms.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

mol01475

Do not stop, Dr. Mercola. You're a light to so many and your wisdom is founded in truth and fact.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

888swan

Chilling! Godspeed, Joseph Mercola. Your contributions to my health and that of my wife of 26 years

have been life-saving. I suffer from grave familial diseases, including blood cancer. I likely would not

still be here if it were not for your diligence, community service! -- Michael E. Dwyer, Ph.D.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Luckymumma

Please everyone use DuckDuckGo.com to search - cut google out of your lives. I just managed to

change computer default to DuckDuckGo - phew!  I love this site Dr Mercola you are our true hero.-

signed up years ago but have to keep resubscribing  as my emails keep changing $.  Praying for

sanity and goodness over evil in this scary world. Trying to keep the faith and most of your comments

on here give some hope - good people. %
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

tillthen

The Doc has emboldened me to live without fear of Covid-Whatever through his guidance on the

effectiveness of simple low-cost supplements, so helpful to the average like me who fully believes in

him, and as I have said before, I refer to him as "my doctor".  I follow his recommendations daily and

religiously.  Once upon a time I called on the government in one of its regional cities for a living.

 Depressing and awakening it was to the fundamental truth that the government is consistently

incompetent throughout.  The waste is galactic. This site is a refuge for my sanity as well as my health.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Luckymumma

I agree - I am in the UK and Dr Mercola is ‘my’ doctor too &.  I have taken control of my health

having been told I had leukaemia and then myeloma ... both were false diagnoses in 2015. (I have

MGUS which I don’t consider serious and apparently the percentages are coming down year on

year ... whatever that means ' ( I have improved my health enormously by taking note and

making incremental changes in my life.  My husband and I are 72 years young... With new found

knowledge from Dr M I persuaded him to come off all meds - also in 2015 and he has never felt

better.  I am living proof that his advice is priceless.   However the NHS thinks I am in the ‘very

vulnerable /high risk group and keep sending me endless letters of warning to stay home etc etc.

 Needless to state - we will not be taking the shot but I think we all need something to take for the

stress of getting through this current nightmare. ) My wonderful family are the go to antidote and

we are good at supporting one another.  It is good to be part of the Mercola family too - I enjoy

sharing your knowledge - thank you so much

Posted On 12/01/2020
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rogerdavidcook

I predicted a big Pharma Holocaust on hydroxychloroquine. Now I predicted a big Pharma attack on

vitamin D, as it’s just so successful at preventing deaths (97% patients average age 60, didn’t go on a

ventilator, 100% survived with 34ng/ml D3 in their blood). These are fantastic results. Big Pharma

stands to make billions from their COVID-19 vaccines. So they CANNOT let vitamin D3 stand as a

protection /cure. LET THE ATTACKS BEGIN, HERS THE FIRST OF MANY. Note they use the same tricks.

Stupid high dose etc. www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-9003243/High-dose-infusion-vitamin-..  

Giving hospitalized COVID-19 patients an infusion of vitamin D that is hundreds of times stronger than

supplement capsules does NOT help them recover or survive, study Znds Brazilian researchers did the

world's Zrst 'gold standard' trial to test whether vitamin D can treat coronavirus  They gave half of a

group of 240 severely ill COVID-19 patients single 200,000 IU IV dose of vitamin D  Vitamin D levels

rose, but the treated group was no less likely to survive, stay in the hospital fewer days, or need to be

put on ventilators  However, the trial did not test whether being on vitamin D could prevent coronavirus

infection or if the supplements could treat milder cases

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

acdestra

This sounds like a technologically advanced form of McCarthyism.  History repeats.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

Jake4OClock

Dr. Mercola:  Stay the course.  TENS ... OF ... MILLIONS ... DEPEND ON YOU. My heartfelt and humble

thanks for everything you do.
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

sbrink

If someone has taken a vaccine themselves, they would theoretically be immune...---so a person that

has not taken a vaccine cannot, would not be a 'threat' to that individual.  Isn't that the purpose of

vaccines.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

panotx

You are correct and that's one of the biggest 'plot holes' of the whole vaccine scam...."If you're

vaccinated, then why do care if I'm not?".....of course, just more proof that they don't work

anyway....

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

kentmckee

Thanks for the warning Dr M.  I will send this article to my state's US Senators, Governor and Pres.

Trump and I'll stay ON IT. I have followed your trusted advice for years and during these unstable times

where so many are trying to misuse their powers (and FUNDING) to control our lives to their end, your

information is more important than ever. Between your site and Mike Adam's, it is key to our survival

against the malignancies (pawns for proZt) that are infesting our government.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

ZHA.ZHA
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Of course Dr. Mercola you would be a target since you speak the truth and are willing to expose it.

People don't realize that we are in WW III at the moment and the FIRST CASUALTY OF WAR IS TRUTH.

If the majority of the masses, those who don't look at this website, don't wake up soon and understand

the mass hypnosis that they are under, we will be doomed. Yes there are pockets of great information

and movement out there but the momentum is not very strong.  By the way I was looking at the word

"COVID" last night and realized that if you turn the "V" to the side it looks like "L". And if you merge "I"

into the "D" it spells COLD!! So COVID = COLD!!!  All the information we need to Zght this, false PCR test

results, manipulated death certiZcates, faulty vaccine trial results, the not so "great reset" are SO plain

and right there in the open for everyone to see. All we need to do is wake up and just demand, "we are

not having this!!"

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

JLM5872

I don't go to any 'social' sites, only health websites like Mercola.com and the Robert Scott Bell site.

 And all this government censorship worries me if they come to these websites, especially

Mercola.com where I get the interviews with specialists and the supplements I need.  I buy from

Mercola.com and support monthly ICAN, NVIC, and America's Frontline Doctors.   With God's help, we

will overcome the medical political tyranny.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

jjack7977

A shot to the arm, a shot to the head......either way you end up dead!

Posted On 12/01/2020
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epi-cure

jjack, that cuts to the chase. Know the enemy. Said another way, velocity of the projectile is the

primary difference between a forced vaccination and a bullet to the head.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

emi26062

Physicians in Brazil are prohibited by the Federal Medical Council to issue any negative comments

about vaccines.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

run1ron

I appreciate your website with the myriad of information you provide. Its funny how the details of the

Chinese virus were detailed early and often on your website through many doctors and researchers, etc

and still many people today throw their hands in the air and say things like we don't know how this

came about yet, or we don't know how to protect ourselves. Many people are like sheep and just

downright ignorant because they are lazy to learn and do.  As a Christian, I believe its the same with

those who live outside of the truth of Jesus Christ. They are too lazy to open the bible and learn.

Please keep doing what you are doing to expose continued negative government attempts to control

every facet of our lives.  Thank you.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

DwayneOxford

Truth is hate to those who hate truth. Anybody actually wanting to understand, read
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www.end-times-prophecy.org/GreatControversy.pdf   Persecution of those who stand for God, good

and right is upon us.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

altierokgmail.com

Dr Mercola you have the most info.There is a German lawyer partnering with lawyers in other Countries

Zling CLASS ACTION law suit for covid  CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY. I think your info will be helpful.

His name is REINER FUELLMICH.  Sharing and preserving info now is urgent. Prior congresswoman

CYNTHIA MCKINNEY is also a leader on covid crime she is on Twitter. Our covid leaders should

connect.  I wonder if they are threatening to do anything to you- or just take the web- site down . Do you

have a defense strategy. That is why our Covid leaders should connect and share info even if it is

behind the scenes .THey are coordinated against us. Joining together makes us stronger.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

cdnmiss2003

Please allow forwards of your articles  without the recipient having to subscribe. Many people don’t

seem to want more email subscriptions. Thank you for this valuable work!

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

deb6833

Besides eating local and sharing information, I would like to know more what to do. I feel powerless

against the Technocracy.
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

RickWeatherill

Well, you HAVE been sticking you head above the crowd, Dr. - and Znally someone noticed....

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

jamessmom

I guess I need to Znd another website to read. The trouble with constantly denying the seriousness of

COVID is that more people are going to decide that it's not a big deal because Dr. Mercola said so, and

more people will die as a result. Look at what is happening in South Dakota because the governor is

following the Trump narrative. When you are a conspiracy theorist, you are in the same company as the

delusional Trump lawyers who say that the election was stolen and that truth-tellers like Christopher

Krebs should be (in Trump's lawyer's words) "hanged, drawn, and quartered" for failing to humor their

naked Emperor.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

epi-cure

jamesmom, I realize when one has been personally affected through death or injury of a loved one,

the threat from corona moves to the forefront. Then the recent Danish mask study, a consideration

pf preexisting conditions, the data demonstrating this iu season all cause mortality being not

greater than any other this last decade, the bogus gravely iawed PCR test, all of that ceases to

matter. I wish you well as I believe, unlike some of the trolls here, you're sincere is your

interpretation of things.
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

VitaminD10

You are either a conspiracy theorist or a coincidence theorist.  Take your pick.  Some people think

everything is random and nobody has plans. Covid is a hoax 100% to genocide the planet through

vaccines.  I wish it weren't true but it's all in writing, you just have to open your eyes.  The evil doers

lose in the end.  They think they control everything but they are mortal and will suffer for eternity.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

goosestep

I don't read this website as often.  There is a wonderful library of herb/plant/ veg/fruit/nutrition

info.  We all 'get' the connection to the big industrial complexes that can if we allow,  iniuence how

we live.  I choose to follow my personal instincts.  I also choose to see more joy in nature with an

appreciation on how humans no matter their background tend to screw up everything, even when

they think they're doing the 'right thing'.  By taking a pro active role in keeping my body healthy and

staying active in constructive endeavors, this pandemic has been easy to maneuver and I'm

grateful for my years of loving the 'journey', not any authority.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

panotx

Numbers of 'Cases' established by false tests prove nothing.....annual death rates haven't

increased at all.....they're calling all deaths covid.....see:

www.lewrockwell.com/2020/12/jon-rappoport/johns-hopkins-study-explodes..
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Posted On 12/01/2020

 

mra9190

Extremism in general is dangerous.  Vaccines can be lifesaving.  To some, they have proven dangerous.

 For these reasons, a well informed individual choice seems wisest.  Certainly, the government should

not be permitted to eliminate this individual choice.  Nor should it be allowed to shut down diverse

viewpoints.  Communication and publication of all perspectives is most likely to lead to more

intelligent and informed decisions.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

jamNjim

If everyone was properly informed, most people wouldn't get the Flu, Corona, or Chickenpox

vaccines. The reason is that people under the age of 20 don't die from either 3. The other reason is

the vaccine only uses a small fragmented section of the actual virus. If a viral mutation happens

your body most likely won't recognize the virus and will become I'll. When you get infected by a

LIVE virus your body recognizes it for life. Even if the virus mutates slightly your body will still

recognize it, but you might have mild symptoms. So no one under 20 and most people under 30

shouldn't be getting vaccinated for cold/iu/corona viruses. Anyone with underlying conditions

and/or over 60 probably probably should get vaccinated.

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

pie2634

You are the extremist. Force vaccination is extremism. Read the Nurenburg Code you idiot before

calling others extremists. I do not consent losing my ultimate freedom. MY BODY MY CHOICE. Get

this in your head and read about the NURENBURG TRIALS and Waffen SS  doctors which were
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vicious criminals. You do not use Planet Earth as a guines pig with dangerous experimental

vaccines. So be my guess Dear insulter and become a GMO !!!!! Read about the dangers of mRNA

vaccines you extremist !!!!!

Posted On 12/01/2020

 

goosestep

Relax pie.  There will be no 'forced' vaccination.  Just like there is no election fraud.  

Imaginings of a sleep and joy deprived lot.  Enjoy your life!

Posted On 12/02/2020
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